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More Than Two Tsars Planning
It all started about two years before the
first Banana Festival in 1963, when Robert
and the late Ruth Rudolph, and other friends
were enjoying an evening at the Wades. As
always, Nathan was seeking out new and
different ideas to stage some kind of a community effort that would bring regional and
national recognition to the twin cities
Nathan was aware that Fulton was a
huge banana distribution center and wonidered out loud if perhaps the city couldn't come
up with a plan to have a program centered
around our banana distribution assets.
In contrast to others who like to claim
they really started the Banana Festival, Nathan did something about it. First he started
talking with Wilburn Allen who was in the
United Fruit Company offices here, and Bill
Jolley, who was with Standard Fruit and
Steamship Company's local offices. Nathan
really peeled their brains for all the information he could get on the banana industry,
locally.

If voters in the 16th District of Obion County
turn out in large numbers to support Ralph Puckett in his bid for the office of Tax Assessor of
Obion County, indications are that the prominent
Ralph South Fulton resident could be elected by a comhonoring
A coffee
Puckett and his wife Shirley fortable margin.
7:30 p. m.
will be given at
The News learned today that many influentiAugust 2 at the Park Terrace
al political figures in Union City are in the Puckrestaurant.
Puckett, an Obion County tax ett camp, and that similar strength is developing
assessor candidate, invites his in every area of the county.
friends and supporters on both
Since only two major offices are to be decidthe Tennessee and Kentucky
sides of the State Line Road ed in the August 7 primary, a light turn-out of
to attend.
voters is anticipated. Only the office of tax assessor and sheriff will be on the ballot in the election.
If elected Ralph Puckett will be the only
man from the 16th District of Obion County in recent years to hold a major county-wide office.

Festival Patron
Ticket Offers
Good Bargain

The effectiveness of a strong
vote in the 16th District for husband's campaign.
"I love people anyway," ShirPatron's tickets for the en- Puckett is demonstrated by the
a Tennessee map while Ralph
"Daddy's h114. helpers", Diane left and Deborah right, survey
told a News reporter,
of the Interna- fact that Puckett has three op- ley
tertainments
busy on the campaign
so
Puckett and his wife, Shirley, look on. Puckett and his family have been
Banana Festival will ponents, one of them the enc um - "and getting out to meet
tional
job.
bent, Cecil Treece. Political many more of them is really
go on sale this week.
trEil for several weeks as he works closer toward the Obion County Assessor
Patron's tickets will be of- observers believe that if Mr. a rewarding effort," she said.
On the basis of his educafered in advance to cover all Puckett can get a majority of
the shows and by buying a book at least 1,000 votes in the 16th tional background and his busiof these tickets you will save District, and get comfortable ness experience, Mr. Puckett
over the regular gate admis- support in the rest of Obion is eminently qualified to fill
he could win easily. the post. "I got inthe race besions. These advance tickets County,
With an anticipated 5,500 cause far too many taxpayers
are $10 per person.
cast, a 1,000- are unhappy withthe inequitable
Patron's tickets will include votes to be
vote majority in the 16th Dis- assessments being made on
the following shows:
winning their property by out-of-town
could be the
The "Exiles" on Wednesday trict
night, August 11th; Princess factor for Puckett.
appraisers," he said.
A city primary will be held September 18 to Plans were made at the regu- Pageant and Ball, August 12th; With victory in sight, the "I know the problems of Obion
leavis
family
Pipers
Ralph Puckett
meeting of the "The Doodle Town
County taxpayers and I think it
thin the ranks of candidates who have filed for lar monthly
Board of Directors of the Ful- Show," August 13th; Battle of ing no stone unturned to see is urgent, with the high cost
or of living, to do something about
the office of City Commissioner of Fulton.
ton Chamber of Commerce to the Bands, Saturday afternoon, voters individually, at home
Up an equal property assessment
As of late Wednesday afternoon, ten men sponsor the Governor's Day August 14th and the big Country at their places of business.with
hands
and Western Show, Saturday at dawn to shake
for all taxpayers," he added.
had filed with County Court Clerk Dee Langford, during the Banana Festival.
workers in the large and small
Puckett, a South Fulton DX
The meeting was held at noon night, August 14th.
Shirley
be
county,
may
the
and, according to an estimate by one of the can- Tuesday
in
tickets
industries
Patron
These
Oil distributor and a member
at the Holiday Inn.
and Ralph, and oftentimes their of the Obion County Quarterly
didates, at least 16 are expected to put in their Reports were heard from exchanged for reserved seats
Fes- two young daughters, are ring- Court, is the son of Mr. and
committee chairmen for each show at Banana
various
bids for the job.
to
date
the
door-bells, passing out Mrs. Carl Puckett Sr. of the
ing
on the program, and Mrs. Ward tival Headquarters,
Those who have filed to date on the November ballot. From Bushart urged full support of be announced later.
cards and being on hand wher- Union City-Fulton highway.
are. Bob Craven, Paul McClay, these, the top four vote-getters the Festival program.
ever the action is.
He was graduated from FulGilbert DeMyer, Ray Hunter, in the November election will
Mrs. Puckett is a great polit- ton High School in 1952 and at
In other action, Bill JackCommissioners.
Benbecome
Charles
John D. Hales,
ical asset to her husband. _At- 17, joined the U. S. Navy. Folthe Jaycee president, was
It will be the first time in son,
Bill Fenwick, Charles
nett,
tractive, popular and energetic, lowing his discharge In 1955,
welcomed as a new member of
Gregory, J, P. Wade, and the ten years that Fulton has held the Chamber Board.
she is a fifth grade school teach- Puckett entered Murray State
one
last
newest candidate, Richard N, a city primary, the
er in South Fulton. She receiv- University and graduated in
Schools
,Superintendent of
time,
that
At
1961.
in
being
her Bachelor of Science 1960 with a B. S. degree In
Armstrong.
ed
Charles Thomas reported that
A primary of this type, which two candidates were eliminated
The Kentucky Traffic Safety degree from Memphis State business administration and inno action had been taken by the
is required when more than from a ten-man slate.
today
and her Master's dustrial arts.
Committee
University
Board on the proposed Coordinating
The deadline for filing for School
State Unieight candidates file for the
He taught industrial arts at
and added that the revealed the names of indi- degree from Murray
tax
utility
little
a
4,
August
is
Commission seats, will report- candidacy
Fulton County High School in
who have lost their versity.
school tax rate had been set viduals
electhe
before
month
one
over
taxpayers
Fulton
the
girls,
edly cost
While the two little
Hickman for a year before ordriver's license for the week
don. To be eligible to file, a at 94.9.
from $1,200 to $1,400.
ending July 16, 1971, as re- Deborah 9 and Diana 6 say ganizing a distributorship for
and
tired
get
Following the primary, the petition bearing 50 names must
of
sometimes
they
Department
DX Division of the Sun Ott
the
the
by
leased
IT'S FESTIVAL
eight men receiving the highest be presented to the County
fall asleep on the campaign Co. He now sells fuel to servPublic Safety.
Clerk.
listed
be
enTIME
number of votes will
ice stations and farmers in a
Robert Emerson Hurley, 309 trail, Shirley says she is
minute of the four-county area.
College Street, Fulton, Ken- joying every
her
in
(Cont. on page 61
spending
is
she
time
tucky, 45, UCJ, Indef.

Record Number Filing Thomas Says
No Action On
er
For City Commission Trade School

Robert Hurley
Loses License

Area
Seven Charged In IPaducah
GirAdeegsch.haotidon
County Drug Raid
Registration for regular day
the Padu-

and night classes at
Seven persons were arrested Tuesday, July cah Tilghman Area Vocational
near
farm
a
at
raid
School will be held on Tuesday,
27, as the result of a recent
August 3 at the school between
here in which various illegal drugs were confis- the
hours of 8:30 a. m.and 3:30
cated.
p. m. The school is located at

"The first call I made was about two
years before the first Festival was organized.
I thought I was calling Standard Fruit Company, but somehow I got United Fruit Company's number. They switched me to the
sales manager and I told him about my idea,"
Nathan said.

Well, Larry listened attentively, didn't
pooh-pooh the idea, but didn't jump up and
down about it either. With each subsequent,
and frequent call, at Nathan's own expense,
Larry got a little more warmed to the idea,
and after two years of such constant a-peeling by Nathan, Larry consented to give a
carload of bananas for distribution
the community event.
And That's When It Nappaged
Excited as a little boy with a carload of
ice cream, Nathan REALLY got to work
(Cont. on pap 4)

Number 30

Supporters Plan
Coffee For Puckett

After he had that warehouse of information carefully catalogued in his mind, he finally took the big step and called the giants
in the world-wide banana business.

Crazy Idea, Kan!
As would be expected, the high ranking
United Fruit Company official thought that
the guy on the other end of the line was some
kind of a nut, and actually laughed out loud
at Nathan's suggestion.
Nathan's second call went to the sales
manager of Standard Fruit and Steamship
Company. He was referred to the top sales
manager, a guy by the name of Bruce Paschall, who also might have thought the idea
was a little kooky, but Bruce listened and
then referred the call to Larry MetcanW,'a
wiry, brilliant, energetic director of tbe company's sales promotion department.

a

Ralph Puckett Is Front Runner
In Race For Obion Tax Office

Well Mies You. Nathan Wade.
With the early approach of the Ninth
Annual International Festival in August,
and the announcement thts week that Wade
Furniture Company will close its Fulton
store this week-end, I cannot help but do a
lot of reminiscing about the two upcoming
events.
Actually, in my mind, and in the minds
of countless other people in the twin cities,
the Banana Festival and Nathan Wade are
synonymous. For it matters not, whomsoever
may like to take credit for starting the Banana Festival, it was Nathan Wade alone
who slipped up on the fantastic idea of having such a unique community affair in a
Kentucky-Tennessee town, where nary a banana tree grows.
I called Nathan on Monday and expressed my sincere regret that he will not be in
the mainstream of business and civic affairs
after Saturday. While the family will continue to live here, and hopefully the children
wil go to school here, Nathan and Pat will
be commuting to Union City every day. Pat
will be working at Oalcshire Homes, a mobile
home company owned by Nathan and his
brother Hugh, of Union City. Nathan will
also join his brother in the Wade Furniture
Company store in Union City.
But it was mostly the real origin of the
Banana Festival that I called to talk with
Nathan about, for I remember the many
times Nathan came out to the radio station to
talk about his "dream of a community program."
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The .lx-yeer-old banana tree (left) Is Mrs. Holland's oldest. It has given "birth"
quickly.
ethers like the one on the right which seems to be catching up with its mama

Banana Festival Is
RealTo Mrs.Holland
For Mrs. Tom Holland of
Hickman, celebration of a banana festival has a personal
touch. while she may not participate too much in the Fulton
activities, she can have her own
little "celebration" over the
banana trees she grows in her
yard.
It all started six years ago
when a friend in Missouri
small plant.
brought her a
Since then, the plant hasgrown
and grown until Ills now 12
feet high.
In the process of growing,
the plant has produced numerous little offspring, most of
which Mrs. Holland has given
away. She did keep one of the
though, and reports
plants,
that it's "just shooting up."
Since the winter in this area
is far from tropical, Mrs.Holland must dig up the plant at
the first sign of cold weather.
She puts it under the house to
protect it.
Although the trees have never
borne fruit (they bloom once
only, and that after seven
years), the entoyment of watch-

ing them grow Is enough for
Mrs. Holland.
"It's like watching a tree
grow, in fast motion," Mrs.
Holland said.
Next year, though, the oldest
should bear bananas,
plant
and then ... well, anyone want
banana
to celebrate another
festival with her?'
IN CAR ACCIDENT
Bennett Wheeler, retired insurance agent, was injured in a
car accident Saturdiay morning,
July 24, at about 10:30. Be is in
the Fulton ,Hogpital.
TRANSFERRED TO HAWS
J. 0. Lewis has been transferred from Lourdes Hospital in
Peducah to Haws Nursing
Home. He suffered a fractured
hip at his home on Walnut
Street recently.
PENNSYLVANIA VISITOkS
Mr. and Mrs. Ft. W. Bowles
of Doylestown. Pennsylvania,
visited his parents here. Mr.
end Mrs. 0. R. Bowles,

Among those arrested were
four parents, Mr. and Mrs. A,
M. "Bud" Guy, Fulton Route 5,
and Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Pewitt,
31 Carr St. They were charged
with contributing to the delinquency of minors, according to
State Police Det. Joe Hill.
The drugs, which included
marijuana, LSD and alcohol,
were confiscated July 20 in a
raid on a converted smokehouse on the Guy farm, about
five miles west of here.

Pewitt, 43, Guy, 65, and Mrs.
Guy, 53, weretaken before Fulton County JudgeJamesMenees
at Hickman, but due to Mrs.
Helen Pewitt's ill health she
will not be formally charged
until the time of a hearing set
for Aug. 4 before Judge Menees
at Hickman.
Mr, and Mrs. Pewit t were
charged with contributing to
conditions which could cause
their minor children tobecome
(Cont. on page 6)

2400 Adams Street.
Courses are offered in Auto
Mechanics, Auto Body Repair,
Appliance Repair and Refrigeration, Carpentry, Civil and
Highway Technology, Cosmetology, Draft i n g, Electricity,
Electronics, Machine Shop,
Small Engines; and Veldt*.
Courses are open to out-ofyouth, veterans, and
school
adults in the area, as well as
Juniors and seniors in high
(Cont. on page 6)

Farm Bureau's
Annual Picnic
Is In August
The Fulton County Farm Buwill have their annual
reau
picnic August 11 at the Union
Presbyterian
Cumberland
Church near Fulton.
The 4-H and FFA activities
will begin at 9 a, m. with a bicycle race and pet show.
The Farm Bureau program
will begin at 10:30 with the
Mr. Teen-age Farm Bureau
and Queen contest.
From 11-12 will be the Farm
Bureau Women's dress review,
and from
12.30-1, the 4-H
style show.
The Farm Bureau Variety
Show will begin at 1 and last
until all contestants have parlie ipated.
Awards will be presented,
and any member of a Farm
in
Bureau family interested
participating in the program
please call 838-6822 or 8386837.
FROM COLORADO SPRINGS
Mrs. Vivian Graddy of Colois visitrado Springs, Colorado,,
ing Mr and Mrs. Junior GraddY.

ef youth, and *saw
The theme ter the Atha Tonnentee leauty /wawnt was the onetwantsitewe
on the stage did Th.
Fulton girls typified that golden age almost as well as the contestants
Saturday night.
girls, all Banana Festival royalty, attended the pageant in Jackson, Tentweeee,
a nationally known radi.
They were met by Cousin Toney,formeHy Doris Freeman of Fulton,
the girls on radio We.
and television personality. Prier he the contest, Cousin Tunes, interviewed
Jackie Herne,
Jolley,
Patti
Campbell,
Dimbbis
are
right
to
left
From
Jackson.
Hon WDXI in
Santo.' Festival Princess, and Kent Smith.
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Emberton's Promise To Repeal Tax
On Food Smacks Of Real Gimmickry
Many of Kentucky's newspapers are editorializing right
strenuously against the promise
made by Republican gubernatorial
candidate Tom Emberton that he
would remove the five-cent sales
tax levy on take-home groceries.
The Paducah Sun-Democrat takes
sharp issue with Emberton that
the loss on the revenue from the
iittles tax on food can be made up
br "economies in government and
sound management."
The paper asks: "Is Emberton
saying his predecessor and mentor, the man who chose Emberton
to succeed him as governor, Louie
Nunn, has been wasteful, and a
bad manager of state funds?"
Surely Mr. Emberton doesn't
mean to imply that Governor
Nurm has been a poor manager. He
ought to know better than to make
that kind of a statement,shouldn't
he?
Attractive though he may be,
and astute as his campaign may be
planned, there are three things
that Mr. Emberton must remember in continuing his promises to
take the sales tax off food.
One of them, and the most
Important factor, is that practically nobody, even the most destitute
taxpayers, believe that you can
take that kind of a bundle of revenue from present state income and
not replace it with other taxes in
other areas. If memory serves,
Governor A. B.(Happy) Chandler
promised to repeal the three-cent
sales tax when he ran for governor
the first time.He did, but replaced
the general sales tax with a long
list of nuisance taxes on soft
drinks, ice cream, cigarettes and
tobacco products, movie admissions and enough other taxes to
make up the difference.
And it must be recalled that it
was Governor Louie Nunn who
promised economy in government
and then increased the present
Sales tax to five cents, putting
Kentucky among just a few other
states in the nation with such a
high sales tax levy.
Secondly, Candidate Emberton ought to know also that too
many people these days know that
a governor cannot repeal a tax on
anything. It takes the members of
the General Assembly to put on
and take off taxes. With the reSponsibility for balancing a budget, you just know that there
aren't many legislators who will
risk such fiscal irresponsibility,
while at the same time having to
levy other taxes to make up the
difference caused by repealing an
existing tax.
Running for public office today is an entirely different ball
game than it was ten years ago.

With the advent of television as
the most important medium for
campaigning, voters today don't
have to go to a public speaking, or
read the newspapers much, to
know what a candidate is saying
and promising.
A voter simply has to sit in
his home, turn on television, and
in just 30 seconds determine whether any given candidate is making sense or not. For most likely,
the next candidate will tell the
same voter, in the next time-slot
that what the first candidate was
saying "ain't necessarily so."
And last, but not the least, is
the very collection of the sales tax
by retail grocery stores.
When a consumer goes to the
grocery store the market basket
Is not filled with just food items.
Today we can buy paper
goods, drugs, animal foods, school
supplies, toilet supplies, cleaning
and other household items, some
clothing items like stockings and
handkerchiefs, and in the large,
large super-markets in the metropolitan areas a consumer can buy
items of furniture, auto accessories, alcoholic beverages, even jewelry.
There is no end to the diversification of products, other than
food, in a grocery store. Which is
fine for the consumer.
But what happens when the
consumer gets to the check-out
counter?
Will the consumer roll around
a basket for food items and a basket for other consumer goods?
And how will the little merchant, and the big supermarket,
make out that complicated sales
tax report by having to report tax
collections on hard goods, and
none on food? Must there be an
inventory every month?
Promises to take off a tax, or
promises to levy no new taxes,
used to be good campaign gimmickry. But not any more.
Today's taxpayers and voters
aren't stupid, Mr. Emberton, and
it's a good thing to remember before you go any further on this
promise to take the five cents sales
tax off food for home consumption.
There's just no way to make
such a promise and still be honest
with the people of Kentucky.
And while we certainly do not
remotely suggest political dishonesty, we'd just like to know how
one man can make a promise for a
General Assembly and, most of all
how the tax can be collected at the
retail level.
Just asking, that's all, Mr.
Emberton.

Small Decrease In Traffic Deaths
May Be Attributed To New Features
More than 55,200 men, women and children were killed in
traffic accidents during 1970.
However, experts see a glimmer of
hope in this statistic.
. In 1969 America's highway
death toll was 56,500.
Much of the reduction in highway deaths, according to a survey
by The Travelers Insurance Companies, may be attributed to safety
features which have been installed
in new vehicles since 1966. In ad.
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dition, according to the firm's annual publication of street and
highway statistics, there may be a
growing awareness by drivers of
the need for safer driving.
The publication, titled "Voice
Behind The Wheel", also notes
that excessive speed was a major
factor in more than 39 per cent of
the traffic deaths in 1970. Nearly
half of the auto fatalities occurred
during weekends and/or during
hours of darkness.
Though the number of deaths
was down, the number of injuries
from vehicular accidents was up.
In 1969, some 4,700,000 persons
Were injured on highways in the
United States. In 1970, the figure
jumped to 5,100,000.
Another fact contained in the
booklet, one that has not changed
much in several years, is that drivers under 25 years of age were involved in more than one-third of
all accidents, fatal and non-fatal.
Yet this group makes up only onefifth of all licensed drivers.

Letters Of Interest

!POET'S CORNER

APPALACHIAN STUDIOS, INC. has enabled several men to beworkshops in their owe
Vanceburg, Kentucky
gin
July 12, 1971
homes. Father O'Donnell hopes
to establish over 150 peopLe
Fulton County News
with their own workshops. Each
MYSELF'
209 Commercial Ave.
man is trained in woodworking which the project specialGentlemen:
in, and after the training
izes
I have to live with myself, and so
period he becomes an indeI want to be fit for myself to know,
Enclosed please find an arti- pendent contractor. He is able
cle briefly describing our op- to handcraft many items in
I want to be able, as days go by,
eration in Vanceburg, Ky.
wood, although his greatest
Always to look myself straight in the eye;
Obviously the success of our concentration of work centers
I don't want to stand, with the setting sun,
efforts to aid Kentucky depends around the catalogue products
in large part on the awareness of Appalachian Studios,
And hate myself for things I have done.
of the people in Kentucky, Ohio
Appalachian Studios, disand the surrounding states. For tinct from Appalachian IndusI don't want to keep on a closet shelf
this we are asking your help. tries, was initiated three years
A small woodworking shop, ago in order to sell the prodA lot of secrets about myself,
a hardworking Catholic mis- ucts which the craftmen make.
And fool myself, as I come and go,
sionary and nine volunteers, They now can sell both indeInto thinking that nobody else will know
together they represent an at- pendently and through Appalatempt to reduce the high unem- chian Studios.
The kind of a man I really am;
ployment in two northeastern
The building, machinery,and
I don't want to dress up myself in sham.
Kentucky counties. Appalachian other equipment used in iniIndustries was initiated four tiating the project were donatyears ago by Father Patrick ed by foundations and by Father
I want to go out with my head erect,
O'Donnell, a Glenmary priest O'Donnell. Eventually the projI want to deserve all men's respect;
who was assigned to Lewis and ect will be self-supporting, alCarter Counties in 1967. The though donations are still a neBut here in the struggle for fame and self
purpose is to aid in cessity to meet expenses.
program's
I want to be able to like myself.
Recently, Father O'Donnell
attracting new business to the
I don't w'ant to look at myself and know
counties and to develop native decided to enter the retail busibusinesses, thereby giving the ness by opening a gift shop in
That I'm bluster and bluff and empty show.
people of the counties a reason Vanceburg, the location of the
to remain rather than moving program. The idea of opening
I can never hide myself from me;
to the bigger cities for higher a retail shop for craft work
arose after the project grew
income.
I see what others may never see;
its commencement, to its present proportions.Seib.
Since
I know what others may never know,
with the aid of donations, volun- ing the handcrafted furntillial
I never can fool myself, and so,
teer help, and the skill of and small wood gifts outside
craftsmen in the area, Appala- the area has been the rule tmWhatever happens, I want to be
Industries has grown ill now. As production grew,
chian
Self-respecting and conscience free.
training however, it seemed appropriate
considerably.
Its
program, which Father O'Don- to offer the hand-crafted prodnell considers to be the most ucts directly from the shop.
Edgar A. Guest
Important part of the project,
The gift shop is expected to
draw in those who are travelthe
ing on vacation through
seem to stay out of trouble.
WITCHES' SABBATH by Ohio Valley, further aiding the
FULTON'S
Basically, a harmlessif some- Alexander Cordell. Thecaldron economy of Lewis and Carter
what foolhardy fellow, he cer- of revolution was boiling over Counties.
Moreover, much
tainly hadn't meant to tangle in farms and villages through- hand-crafted work is done by
with Jeremy Hooker, the most out the Irish countryside. Pikes others in the two counties who
feared killer in the territory. were being hammered out in are not employed by AppalsB ut Willie had one too many wayside blacksmith shops, chlan Studios. The new gift
BY LUCY DANIEL
one night, and darned if he rusted muskets were being shop hopes to sell for these
didn't accidentally break the cleaned and primed, and groups people, thereby offering them
What books should you read? of Myfleet was shattered be- gunman's leg,
of peasants gathered to take a new outlet for their work.
Not all of them, to be sure! As yond reparation.
BUTTER AT THE OLD the oath of loyalty. It was the
Income in the past has come
Francis Bacon said: "Some
EASTER ISLAND, by John PRICE, by Marguerite De An- dawn of Ireland's rebellion trom
designing and making
books are to be tasted, others Dos Passos. Easter Island has geli. My earliest
memory is against English rule. On Whit- liturgical furnishing for 29
to be swallowed, and some few puzzled men ever since Euro- of morning stillness, the aim
1798,
army
sunday
a
churches
ragged
in
in 12 states. The
to be chewed and digested." peans first discovered it early creeping
through a little al- of rebels under Father John new line of products, ranging
So let's swallow, chew and In the eighteenth century.lron- cove touching
the edge of a Murphy
faced the loyalist from silver crosses to stools,
digest some of the books we featly, those first sailors nar- barrel-top and shining on
boxes militia on Oulart Hill. The day chairs, lazy susans and tables
have at the Fulton Library, rowly missed the key to the that stood about
the room as if would be remembered as a of several sizes will supplethat are listed below.
enigma. If they had landed on we had Just moved In. It must witches' sabbath -- a day of meat the custom liturgical
the windswept Pacific Island have been Sunday, though
I God that became a day of in- work and help employ more
G ERONIM0 HIS OWN STORY only forty years earlier, schol- wouldn't have known that any
humanity and bloodshed. The men in home workshops. The
"In the beginning the world was ars believe, they might have more than I would have known
rebellion had begun.John Regan gift and woodworking shops are
covered With darkness . . . stumbled upon a highly advanced that the exciting
colored chalks was pledged to the rebel cause, located on Route 59, just south
There was no sun, nd day. The civilization at the very moment in their
neat box were called as his dead father had been be- of Vanceburg. The town itself
perpetual night had no moon or of destroying itself.Instead they
Paqiels. I only knew that they fore him. But his task was a is Pla the Ohio River, tweets
stars ... Geronimo begins his found only ignorant naked sav- were
enticing and that I yield- difttetnt one ter 8 boy of seven- miles west of P0rtammitis,11616'
extraordinary
autobiography ages — and the visible remnant ed to the
temptation to
try teens He alone must make sere on ltoute 10. for our latest
with this account of the Apache of the civilization that had flour- them . . .
So begins the story that the rebel plot to take catalogue, write to "Appalscreation story and cosmology. ished
so shortly before the of one of the pioneers of Amer- hostage one of the most impor- chian Studios," Route
1, Box
His name is synonymous with awe-inspiring, gigantic statues ican
children's book publish- tant officers of the English 6-A,
Vanceburg, Kentucky
Indian resistance, and his story that dominate the sloping hills
Lofft
Marguerite
de Angell. army did not fail. 'Alexander 41179.
ing.
Is
mainly one of struggle, of the island.
THE STONE CARNATION, by Cordell's novels have won him
heroic and
often horrifying
FLOWERS FOR A DEAD Naomi A. Hintze. It had been a wide acclaim as a master
warfare. He was not a heredi- WITCH, by Michael Butter- perfect
rectangle. Now the storyteller and this book
is Dear Editor:
tary chief, but rather proclaim- worth. It was a rain-soaked
Your May e editorial "Noedges were chipped, andacor- a shining
example
of
this.
ed chief by virtue of his ex- September evening when Polly ner was broken
off. With awe, BONSAI INDOORS AND otrt body Concerned about Victraordinary natural intelligence Lestrange arrived from CanCaroline knelt in the dirt and by J. P. Stowell Includes a tims?" concludes with
this
and skill as a warrior,In large ada to visit her Great-aunt moved her
hands over the thorough account of environ- paragraph:
part his autobiography is apo- Grandchester at Mondisfteld
scratched surface. Letters had mental conditions necessary for
litical apology for the rights of Hall, an Elizabethan barracks
"Incarceration of people,
been cut into the stone and growing these miniatures.Step-Stephis people in their land.
young and old, in jails,
of a home located in the En- underlined. She scraped at the by-step drawings show the deA GUILTY THING SURPRIS- glish village of Denwich. Polly
correctional institutions and
velopment from rough tree to
ED, by Ruth Rendell. Life at knew that her aunt was strange, dirt and lichen with her nails.
prisons is not pleasant and
the refined, finished bonsai,
Myfleet Manor seemed the and she had heard of the an- A shaft of sunlight trembled further
there are doubtless many iminsuring the success
paragon of English country cestor who was burned for through the leaves upon the
provements that need to be made
of your attempts. An invallife. Elizabeth and Quentin witch-craft in 1556 and whose bright drops of her blood, where
In handling these people. But so
uable reference list will help
Nightingale were an unusually remains still lay in the Grand- she hadevhadinctu: er hand, e
long
as some people continue
asetheoyt you obtain trees and shrubs,
handsome couple. Their home, cheater tomb. But who was
to rob and assault and kill other.
the
tools
and
equipment,
containers
exquisite and gracious, was un- placing flowers on the dead the old letters and numerals:
and stands. The author explains people, these places of confinebothersome witch's grave? And who want- Caroline Cole, the
encumbered by
normal the artistic meaning of bnnsai ment must be kept in operachildren. And their quiet exist- ed to kill Polly/ This Ise very young wife of a
normal young as taught to him by an outstand- tion."
ence was dominated by peace, exciting book.
rinhgoo
s tete, ing Japanese bonsai master, "Incarceration is not pleasereidal estateagentntto,
order and gentility. One night
BISCUIT-SHOOTER, by Clifher
gravestone
and tells what he has learned ant "you say. "Many improveher
waiting
for
she found death
ments need to be made" .
ton
Adams. Willie McGuire and from that moment,is caught through 10 years of
study and
in the dense forest close to was one of those Jug-headed in a terrifying struggle be- experience
in the raising of "these places must be kept in
the house, and the tranquility cowboys
operation."
I wonder if you
who Just couldn't tween two old women,
bonsai.
have visited the Fulton County
Jail and have seen the deplorthem to order. He says this is the best way to do able conditions
that exist? 1
FROM THE FILES:—
it, as it is so hard to fit children in sandles other- wonder how many people in
Fulton know how the prisonwise.
ers are treated in the Fulton
County Jail? Especially the
Tuesday afternoon beginning at 2 p. m. a youth. Take, for example, two
fourteen -year-olds who were
factory representative of the Deepfreeze house- In the Fulton County
TWENTY YEARS AGO
Jail
hold freezer were at City Electric Company in past fall. They shared this
the
AUGUST 3. 1971
Fulton to conduct an afternoon of demonstration same cell in the jail, They
Mrs. Hazel Scruggs, Fulton, has been named and question-answering regarding the processing shared the same cot that had
no mattress. They shared the
the Wetherby for Governor Chairwoman of Ful- of frozen foods.
same toilet that was stopped up.
They shared the same sink that
ton County, it has been announced by Mrs. Elgin
did not work. The filth that was
Morrison, State Chairwoman,
in
the cell covered both ofthem
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
because they were not allowed
AUGUST B. 1926
out of their cell to bathe. A
Many children in Fulton and in the surroundheavy wire over the bars WAS
ing area participated in the County Fair ColorA heavy rain Saturday night, accompanied lifted at
time, and their
ing Contest, sponsored by 14 local merchants by a violent electrical storm, caused a flood in the food wasmeal
pushed through the
week before last. Some of the kiddies who came vicinity of the City Hall in downtown Fulton. bars In tin pens. The menu
of a monotonous diet
out winners—receiving free ride to the carnival Water backed up out of the manhole in front of consisted
with little or no meat.

l_brary Conner

Turning Back The Clock I

at the Ken-Term Fair last week were: Jane Hicks,
Wayne Anderson, Peggy Elliott, Susan McDade,
Lin Johnson, Ken Bowlin, Nancy Crews', Jessie
Gamblin, Nancy Phillips, Donald Phelps,Jimmie
Hicks, Jimmie Reed, Nancy Hicks, and Jennie
Davis.

Cannon's Fruit store and in 20 minutes was of
sufficient depth to float one of the cuspidors in
the Chamber-of Commerce office three feet from
its usual position.

This, mind you, is in the Fulton County Jail in 1971 — not
in some medieval cell in 1571.
These are our children who are
hungry, and cold, and miserable. Our taxes support —
or fall to support —these practices. And what can we do about
It

Judge W. Voris Gregory of Mayfield spoke
at Carr's Park Auditorium, last Friday in the inAt the regular meeting of the Fulton Board terest of his candidacy to succeed Alben W.
Barkof Education Monday evening, July 25, 1951, in ley as U. S. Representative from the first
This is Election Year. New
district.
officials are being chosen by
the offices of the Superintendent, Kindred M. Barkley is a candidate for Senator.
you and me. What are the poll:
Winston was named principal of Fulton High
des expressed by the candiSchool and instructor of mathematics. He sucThe old Lewis tobacco barn at Second and dates for sheriff? What does
ceeds Hubert J'aco, who resigned several weeks Carr is being razed preparatory to the construc- it take to get a new jail, not a
ramshackle building in need at
ago.
tion of a handsome Methodist building on the site, repair at every turn, every
fa4
cility
••••••••••••••

We were amazed to learn that the Re-NuShoe Shop in not only a shoe store, a shoe repair
shop, but also a shoe factory. The new owner,
Robert S. Daniel, is a very talented person, when
it comes to making things out of leather. This
week he had been turning out some mighty pretty leather sandles for children. The way he does
It is—he measures the child's foot, then makes

Mrs. Cecil Burnette, Route 4, returned to
her Detroit home after a visit here ... the revival
closed at New Hope Sunday with two conversions. . Lundy Wilson's barn, near Crutchfield,
was struck by lightening Saturday ... Out on
Water Valley Route 2, Jeff Moore ran into a bank
with his dar, Friday, but no one was seriously in-

antiquated, and even the
simplest decency denied the
prisoners, who are shut up here
sometimes for months at a time.

This jail is your jail— and
mine. What are we going todo
about it? Nothing or something?
When? Now or never, I dare
YOU.
(Signed) Dave Bayer
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Mrs. Howard, Miss Allyson Miller Reveals
Mr.Arnold Wed Plans Of Forthcoming Wedding
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Miss Allyson Elizabeth Miller is today announcing plans for her wedding to Michael Lee
Tate.
The wedding will take place at five o'clock
in the afternoon, Saturday, August 7, at the Trinity Episcopal Church, with the Reverend Mr.
James Wilkinson, vicar, reading the marriage
vows.
A program of nuptial music will be provided
by Mrs. Robert Cultra, organist, Union City,
Tennessee, and Mrs. Hunter B. Whitesell, violinist.
The bride will be given in marriage by her
father, Mr. Rodney A. Miller. Mrs. Hewitt Montgomery of Lexington, Kentucky, sister of the
bride, will attend her as matron of honor and Mr.
Riley Tate, father of the groom, will serve as best.
man.
The bridesmaids will be Miss Paige Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Campbell
sister of the bride, and Miss Cindy Pewitt. Susan
Lynn Miller, the bride's sister, will be a junior
bridesmaid.
Rick Cardwell, a cousin of the bride and son
of Mr.and Mrs. Richard Cardwell, wil be the ring
The secona session of Ten- bearer. The groomsmen will be Mr. Jamie Pawnessee Tech's annual Cheer- lukiewicz and Mr. Johnny Campbell. Ushers will
Mr. and Mrs. Otha Clifton Campbell of Fulleaders
Workshops swings be Mr. Tom Callahan Bushart, the bride's cousin,
Into action August 1, 1971
ton Route 4 will celebrate their golden wedding
Crocker,
Jr.,
cousin
of
the
groom,
and
Mr.
Eddie
with 794 cheerleaders from
anniversary Sunday, August 8, with a reception
Tennessee and
surrounding of Jackson, Tennessee.
states taking part.
the annex of Liberty Baptist Church. All
in
The News takes pleasure in
A reception at the Fulton Country Club will
A slightly larger number of
wishing the following friends friends and relatives are invited to attend beceremony.
following
the
cheerleaders left campus Fri- be held
"Happy Birthday": Charles W. tween the hours of 2 p. m. and 5p. m.
day following completion of
Andrews, Susan Bloodworth,
the first session. This week's
Mrs. Bruce Wilson, July 29;
The Campbells were married
workshop runs through Friday.
Agatha Voelpel, July 30; Mrs. August 27, 1921 by Squire S. A. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Levi
The third session is scheduled
Mrs.
Gus
PasMac
Burrow,
McDade
at his home in Fulton, Campbell of Fulton County.
for Aug. 8-13.
chal, George Speights, Earl Their attendants were Buford
They are the parents of four
Each year, Tech hosts three,
Mary
Jones,
Thorpe,
July
31;
daughters, Mrs. Mary Belle
Campbell and Eula Wilkins.
one-week workshops for about
Vetter,
Doris
Bolin,
Wilbert
Tarver of Martin, Tenn., Mrs.
2,500 high school cheerleaders,
Mrs. Campbell, the former
A new toll-free "hot line," sumers to have available the Nancy Polsgrove, August 1; Mary Catherine Bondurant, is Joe Ann Franklin of Dayville,
Tech cheerleaders and staff
Bushart, Mrs.
Rita
Mrs. Peggy Logan of
members of the National Cheer- which may be in use for con- name and address of the firm Tom
the daughter of the late Mr.and Conn.,
leaders Association handle the sumers in about one month, being complained against when Adams, August 2; George B. Mrs. Edwin Cephas Bondurant Union City, Tenn., and Mrs,
Saglie Sue Walker of Bippus,
instructional chores. Tech's will be a quick, inexpensive using the line. The consumer Johnson, August 3; Mrs. Ophel- of Fulton County.
Ind. They have nine grandclinic is among the top three means of contacting the Citi- should also be able to quote la Lockhart, Jessie Sisson, Rita
Campbell,
a
retired
Mr.
zens
Commission
Craven,
children and two great-grandon
Consumer
involved
in
the
transMargaret
Whitnel,
the
dates
in the nation.
farmer, is the son of the late children.
William Baker, an admin- Protection.
action, identification numbers August 4.
The commission approved on of automobiles and appliances,
istrator at Tech, directs the
workshops. He will also head July 14 the installation of the account numbers in credit
"hot
line," designed to provide problems and copies of cona special, one-day clinic Sept.
18 when Tennessee Techopens a quick remedy for persons tracts or warranties involved.
director
Its football season at home. who feel they have been shortThe commission
Area cheerleaders partici- changed in the marketplace, said he was notified the syspating in the workshop will be: either in goods or services. tem can be in working order
Robert Caummisar, execu- about two weeks after the curJane Green, Lisa Watts, Ginger
Women from Eddyville to Moon,
Fields, Susan Watts, Lisa But- tive director of the commis- rent telephone strike is ended.
"We will do everything in our Paducah and Hickman will drive
Hospitality Committee-Mrs.
ler, Sandy Cardwell, Althea sion, said, "Not only will citiWilliams, South Fulton, and zens ItzVe a quicker, easier power to make the 'hot line' through the nippy October James Best, Mrs. Max McDade,
and
more
at
the
Woman's
'
economical
weather
to
meet
the
state
means number known across
Jr., Mrs. Frank McCann, Mrs.
Leigh Jeffrey, Fulton.
of reaching us with complaints as soon as we get it," he prom- Clubs' First District Fall Meet- W. L, Roper.
but we will gain a closer con- ised.
ing on October 21 in Fulton.
Pages-Mrs. Gaylon Varden,
CEMETERY FUND
tact with the public for a better
The women are members of Mrs. Hal Warren, Mrs. Ralph
(Impel Hill United Metho- picture of their concerns."
the Kentucky Federation of Hardy, Mrs. Michael Homra.
dist Church will establish a
In some cases the "hot line"
Women's Clubs and make up
Favors Committee - Mrs.
fund for perpetual care of the will'make it possible to registhe first of nine state districts William Stokes, Mrs. A. B. Robcemetery at a meeting Sunday, ter a complaint and receive
of clubs.
erts, Mrs. James Newton, Mrs. Tennessee Sculpture 1971, a
Congratulations to Mr. said
Mrs. Robert A. Batts is pres- R. 0. Brown.
August 1, at 3 p. on. All those an answer the same day.
purchase collection of work by
interested please be present.
"Letter writing has been the Mrs. Larry Bugg of Clinton on ident of the local club.
Coffee Hour Committee -• Tennessee sculptors, is being
most frequent means of com- the birth of a 7 pound, 8 ounce
Plans have begun already for Mrs. Harry Allison,
exhibited
by the Martin Arts
Mrs. Bobmunication to date," said boy born July 24 at 5.20 13. m. the meeting which is the culby Snider, Mrs. Charles Greg- Commission at the Martin PubCaummisar, whose office openmination of a year's coopera- ory, Mrs. Earl
Collins, Mrs. lic Library in Martin from July
ATTENDS FHA MEETING
ed in September, "but the contive planning between the vari- Joe C. Johnston, Mrs. Harry 17 through August 8, 1971.
Miss Kathy McKinney, daugh- sumer's problem wasn't reFAMILY HERE
ous clubs in the district.
Lacewell, Mrs. Paul Hornbeak, Seventeen Tennessee artistS'
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Gene M. ceived until maybe three days
Mr. and Mrs. Billy BlackMrs. Batts has announced
Kinney of South Fulton, has re- after being mailed and it took a stone have all their children that responsibility for the day's Mrs. Gilson Latta, Mrs. J. D. works are included in the ex-,
turned from Kansas City where longer time to be processed." and grandchildren boat one visit- activities will be handled by 12 Davis. Mrs. R. A. Fowlkes. hibition, which is sponsored by
She attended the national meetMusic Committee-Mrs.Nel- Tennessee Arts Commission
Consumers are asked to reg- ing with them this week. Guests committees.
organized by
Mg of the Future Homemakers ister the complaint first with at their home are Mr. and Mrs.
The committees and their son Tripp, Mrs.James Carter, and originally
Chattanooga Art Association.
Mrs. J. U. McKendree.
of America.
the local firm or individual Stanley Parham and Mr. and members are:
The seventeen works selected
responsible for the problem. Mrs. Bobby Weanoans, all at
Registration Committee Contest Committee - Mrs.
"If there is no satisfaction Texas City, Texas; and Rev. Mrs. J. T. Hammy, Mrs. Lynn Virginia Stokes, Miss Linda by juror Norman Geske will
VISITS PARENTS
of Tenthey should go to the parent and Mrs. John Morrison, Jr., Newton, Mrs. Russell Rudd, Arrington, Mrs. W. S. Atkins, be added to the State
collections in paintThe son of Mr. and Mrs. L. company," he said, "and
Mrs. Charles W. Burrow, Mrs. Mrs. Hendon Wright, Mrs. Ben nessee's
if
and
three
children,
Rae,
An- all part of
M. Smith, Pvt. Jimmy D. still no satisfaction is receivWarren Graham, and Mrs. Roy Davis, Mrs. A, B. Thacker. ings and crafts
the Arts Commission's conSmith, visited over the weekend ed, that is the time to give us gela, and Pam, of Hampton, Morrow.
Virginia.
The
Crawford
only
family
memMrs.
Publicity
Pvt.
of support
With
tinuing
program
with his parents.
a ring."
Decoration Committee-Mrs,
ber not present is Mike ParKennedy, Mrs. Mildred Free- to state artists.
Smith was a friend, Pvt. Fred
The only other state to have ham, who is serving as
Mrs. H. H. Bugg,
James
Green,
crew
man, Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, Mrs.
Lateral. Also visiting in their a toll-free "hot line" for conMrs. J. D. Hales, Mrs. J. R.
Information on the exhibition
home at the same time were sumers is Georgia. Officials chief on a Canadian crew trip. Powell, Jr., Mrs. Van Latta, Paul Westpheling.
Gift Committee - Mrs.C. W. may be obtained from ChattaSgt. and Mrs. Charles Caldwell there have reported great sucMrs. F. D. Phillips.
MORE VISITORS
Whitnel, Mrs. Nannie Austin, nooga Art Association, 10
and children of Ft. Campbell, cess with its use.
Luncheon Committee-Mrs.
Frank Brady, Mrs. J. M. Bluff View, Chattanooga, TenK.
CaumM1Sar reminded conBertes Pigue, Mrs. Jack Al- Mrs.
nessee 37403.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Parham len, Mrs. Hugh Pigue, Mrs. L. Martin. Mrs. Frank Moore.
of Texas City, Texas, are guests M. McBride, Mrs. Clifton WilMiscellaneous Committee The exhibition in Martin is
at the Traveler's Inn Motel for liams, Mrs Joe M. Reed. Mrs. Mrs. Arch Huddleston, Mrs. open to the public from 10 a. rn.
the week and are visiting Carl Pirtle, Mrs. Roy Latta, Ernest Cardwell, Mrs. Clifton to 5 p. m., Monday through
friends in the area.
Mrs. E. W. Hart, Mrs. Charles Linton, Mrs. Floyd Martin.
Saturday.
Mrs. Mary Howard of St.
Louis and Sarasota and Edgar
W. Arnold of Harriman, Tennessee, were married Saturday, July 17, at the home of
the latter's son, Edwin, in Harriman.
The Rev. G D. Whitlock, pastor of the Orthodox Presbyterian Church, officiated.
Mrs. Howard, a resident of
Hickman from 1936 to 1968.
was formerly co-owner and coeditor of the Hickman Courier.
Mr. Arnold, a "Tennessee
Colonel," is a retired businessman.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold are vacationing at Fontana Village,
North Carolina. They will return home at Route 6 Harriman
after July 30.

Cheerleaders
From Schools
In Workshop

Mr.and Mrs. Matthews

Miss Sharron Lou Mullins
Married To Mr. Matthews

The Clifton Campbells Will Observe Golden
Wedding With Reception On August 8th

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Toll-Free "Hot Line" To Hear
Complaints Of Consumer Abuse

The Memorial Unite/Me- parents.
When the happy couple left
thodist Church in Farmington
was the scene of a beautiful for a honeymoon trip to St.
afternoon wedding, Sunday, Petersburg, Florida, the new
June 6, at two O'clock, when Mrs. Matthews wore a turMiss Sharron Lou Mullins,se- quoise double-knit dress and
cond daughter of Mr.and Mrs. the corsage from her wedding
Russell Mullins,Jr.,of Far m- bouquetingtbn became the bride of.
Out-of-town guests attendWilliam Larry Matthews, son ing other than those in the
of Mr. and Mrs. William L. wedding party included Mr.
Matthews of Dukedom.
and Mrs. Farrell Fox, UniThe Rev. G. Maxwell Teet- versity City, Mo., Mrs. Tom
er performed the impressive Courtols, Potosi, Danny Wade
double ring ceremony In a Thorpe and Rick Rowden of
lovely setting of white gladioli Fulton, Ky., Rev. and Mrs.
and mums. Dan Stott pro- James Armstrong and Parrisvided the nuptial music which St.
Clair; Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
included the Wedding March
Cory, Cape Girfrom "Lohengrin,' "Bridal Crosnoe and
Chorus," by Wagner, Schu- ardeau; Mr. and Mrs. Jame"
bert's "Ave Marie," and Long, Desloge; Joe L.
Sikeston; J
"Liebestraum," by Liszt. He chaels,
Gambill, South Fulton, N.
ilso accompanied Tom Duna. Meek,
Dukedom, Bernice
way, who sang "The Wedding Clain, Detroit,
Mich.; Joy
Prayer," and "Entreat Me Ward, Festus: Mr.
and Mc&
Not to Leave Thee."
James Cleveland, Cape GP
The radiant bride, given in ardeau; Jan
Ives, Irondslat
marriage by her father,wore a Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert BIM
floor-length gown of white silk Cape Girardeau; Mr.and M.
organza over bridal satin Ed Conrad, St.
Louis; Mr.aael
fashioned with a scoop neck- Mrs. Jester Bowlin,
Dukedoms.
line, empire bodice, and full
bishop sleeves. The body of
the gown and the sleeves were
adorned with Chantilly lace
Mrs. Willard Matthews at
and teardrop crystals from Dukedom entertained Ur wedwhich fell the cathedral-length ding party of her son,
train of tulle and Chantilly Larry Matthews and Mill
lace. She carried a cascade Sharron Mullins, daughter al
of white phaelenopsis orchids Mr. and Mrs, Russell MIMI*
and her only Jewelry was a
of Farmington, at the weddbell
rehearsal dinner Saturday
pair of pearl earring poets, a
gift of the bridegroom.
evening, June 5, at Rosenere
The bride chose for her Restaurant.
maid, ottionor Miss Lainalla
Fowler of Cape Girardeau,
and her other attendants were
her sisters, Miss Mary Mullins and Mrs. Judy Lamb.
They wore mint green gowns
In a Christian Dior pattern
with an overskirt of green
silk organza adorned with rose
motifs, and each carried a
Ten Kentucky girls who are
single talisman rose with ta- members of dairy familes in
pering ribbons and greenery. Kentucky will receive $100
James White of Memphis scholarships, and an opporwas best man for Mr. Mat- tunity for an additional $250
thews and his groomsmen .scholarship to the Kentucky
were David Long of ly,ulton, college of their choice next
Kentucky and Lynn Bowlip of year.
Dukedom. Seating the guests
Contest will be open to Kenwere Mark Mullins,brother of tucky high school seniors or
the bride, Joe Wayne Farmer college freshman girls whose
of Dresden, and Kenneth Owen parents are members of Amer-,
of BOnne Terre, Mo. Man of lean Dairy Association of Kenthe wedding party wore white tucky.
pin-ied tuxedos and talisThe scholarships, sponsored
man rose boutonnieres.
by the Adas of Kentucky, Wom,The bride's mother was
an's Auxiliary of the American
wearing a pale green, double Dairy Association of Kentucky,
knit A-line dress and the will go to each of the ten disbridegroom's mother selected tricts of ADA in Kentucky, with
• pale yellow douhls-knit suit. a State finalist selected for the
Their corsages were garde- $250 award at the ADA Annual
nias.
Meeting in Louisville in FebSpecial guests were the ruary.
bride's maternal grandpar_District winners will be seents, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. lected in October, 1971. DeadAlcorn of Hot Springs Ark., line for district entries is SepMr.and Mrs. Hicks
and her paternal grandpartember 15. One of the winners
ents, Mr. and Mrs.Jess Flan.
will
be
from
District
1,
consistnary of Farmington.
ing of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Marshall and
McCracken Counties.
airollowing the ceremony a
According to Mrs. Robert
reception was held in the fel- Shipman,
Shelbyville, PresiMr. and Mrs. Albert Hicks of Fulton and Mr.and Mrs. Willowship hall of the church
dent of the Adas, awards will will observe their Golden Wedwhere the mint-green color
lie B. Hicks of Fulton.
be judged on dairy background, ding Anniversary with open
The Hicks.were married on
scheme was emphasized. The community activities, and attihouse
on
Saturday,
August 7, August 6, 1921 by Judge J R
three-tier wedding cake was tudes on various phases ofthe
et
the
Fellowship
Hall
at
the
Waddell at Union City, Tennesserved with pastel Oben puncb industry.
Riceville Baptist Church in see. Mrs. Hicks was the daughby
Mrs. Leroy Rogers of
Application forms are availter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
asrmingtun and Mrs. Keane& able at the local Extension Riceville from 1 until 4 p.
Honoring them on this occa- George Edwards. Mr. Hicks
Owen of Bonne Tare, Mrs. Office.
sion will be their children, was the son of the late Mr.and
Carol Crosnoe of Cape GirerGUIST$
VACATION
Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Hicks Mrs. Ruben Hicks.
deita presided at the
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morison of Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs.
No invitations are being sent
beak end Mrs.Dennis MraMt
end Mrs.Viola Cleveland were and Billie Jean of Chicago are Russell Hicks of Merrillville, but all friends and relatives
their parents, Indiana, Mrs. Franklin Hicks are invited to attend the open
In charge of the gift table. vacationing
Later a buffet supper was Mr. and Dim Omen Monism of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Henry house.
Mr, and Mrs. Hicks make
served to out of town guests of Dukedom and Mr. end Mrs. Hicks of Nashville, Tennessee. Mr. and Mrs.Cecil Hawks their home on Route 4. Fulton.
at the home of the bride's Neal Canoed Of Fulton.

Rehearsal Dinner

State Group
Plans Awards
Of Scholarships

Reception

Open House On August 7th
To Honor Mr.and Mrs.lacks

October Weather To Welcome
Woman's Club District Meeting
Collection Of
Tennessee Art
Being Shown

Hello World!

Ischtit

4a#tde4L

— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers: I admired
your raw courage when you
blasted the chiropractors. And
now, my dear, when are you
going to unmask the psychiatrists? You know good and well
that most of them are charlatans, interested only in a lucrative practice. Have you ever
heard of a mentally sick person
who was set right permanently
by psychiatry? T have not.
No amount of therapy can
cure a problem caused by
heredity. Hours of talking cannot alter defective genes.Surely
you know that depressions are
oyclical and most people who
believe psychiatry helped them
would have gotten better without
It. No one will ever sell me the
Idea that mental illness yields
to persuasion. Why don't you
give up? - With You On most
Things
Dear With: I wouldn't try to
sell you anything. Your mind
is not only closed - it is nailed shut.
Charlatans can be found in
every field and psychiatry is
no exception. In addition to the
quacks, there are also incom-

patent psychiatrists, and downright nutty ones who went into
the specialty in search of solutions to their own problems.
While emotional illness may
seem to run in families, it is not
inherited in the same way theta
syphilitic mother passes on the
disease to her offspring. Our
central nervous systems ARE
inherited, however, and this is
a factor which cannot be discounted.
I have stated repeatedly that
a sick person who seeks psychiatric help has only a 50-50
chance of getting well. Of those
who DO get well, some credit
their doctors with rescuing
them from a prison of hate and
bitterness, unable to work, unable to love and unable to accept
themselves.
True, talking cannot alter defective genes, but it CAN dissipate hostility and anger which
is like poison to the body and
mind. Talking can also bring
tremendous relief to people
whose real feelings have been
hidden even from themselves.
Moreover, talking can uncover
an enormous amount of unearn-

ed guilt, Ach is a major one. His response was, "You
cause for nervous breakdowns. are just trying to make me feel
You say you've never heard better. I don't believe it."
of a mentally ill person who
Yesterday we received a
was set right by psychiatry? blank check with a note saying,
Well, I have. Furthermore, I "Please buy a new seat to rereceive letters of apprecia- place the one I broke. I won't
tion almost every day from be comfortable until you do."
people who say therapy saved I would feel like a fraud actheir lives and they thank me cepting his money. That dogfor urging them to get profes- gone thing was ready to go arty
sional help,
minute. My husband says We
should accept the check, bui,n:
Dear Ann Landers: I've been new seat and forget it.
looking at this 'piece of paper
What do you say?-A Rouge.
for half an hour trying to put Divided
this delicately. But there's no
way - so here it goes.
Dear House: Accept the
Last weekend we had guests. check. Buy a new seat and for(Close relatives). One of the get it.
guests came out of the bathroom
with a very sheepish expresWhen romantic glances tuns:
sion on his face. Finally he to warm embraces is it love'
said, "I broke the toilet seat." chemistry? Send for the book:-'1
Everyone roared.
let "Love Or Sex And How To.
He was embarrassed, and I Tell The Difference," by
felt sorry for him. Later that Landers. Enclose a 104,
evening he asked me to buy a stamped, self-addressed envis-,-;
new seat and send him the-bill. lope and 351 in coin with your
I informed him that it wasn't request.
necessary - that the seat had
been cracked for some time and (C) 1971 Publishers it could have happened to any- Syndicate

Recollections Of Paschall Family Recalled In Series Starting Today
(Editor's note: The following
will begin a series of articles
written by a former resident
of Fulton They are the memories of her childhood and of
her grandfather, Dr. N, J. Paschall. Her father, Hershel T.
Smith, was well-known in this
area. Mrs. Smith herself now
resides in Union City.)
I don't think I would have
liked "Father."
Perhaps it is as well for me
that my mother cannot hear one
of her daughters say such a
thing about her grandfather
Paschall. There are few if any
anecdotes that point to characteristics in him that I do not
admire. But still, I don't think
I would have liked him and his
brand of sternness.
To the contrary, when tread
or hear historical facts about
him, I am filled with admiration. But this is not history.
For that, pull some book or
books off the shelf, because this
is what the history books don't
tell.
To us grandchildren, "Father" was Pappaw, Just as
Paschall was
grandmother
mm aw. Tome, my own home

was at-home, while Mammaw's
house, just a stone's throw
away, was over-home. It never
occurred to me towonder which
I loved best. They were both
there, and they were mine.I was
secure, I was happy.
Over-home meant early red
raspberries, peacock feather
dusters, cream too thick to
pour, turkey gobblers that
chased you, deep blue violets
very fragrant, cold biscuits Ina
jar in the kitchen cabinet that
always smelled of cold biscuits.
Sarah Foster and I remember
a time when several of us were
quarantined at Mammaw's.
Some had chicken pox, some
three-day measles.The chicken
posers were on the parlor side
of the house. The measles victims were on the other side.
Sarah found a mouse hole in
the clothes closet on the floor of
the wall between the parlor and
Mammaw's room. That mouse
hole made being quarantined a
lark.
We exchanged food through it
— a bite of biscuit with a minute
bit of jelly on it had never tasted
so good.
Nobody developed bubonic
plague or whatever it is you are

supposed to get from eating
mouse bait.
Maybe it was that time that
Newt Foster so astonished me.
For entertainment one day,
he stood up in one of the fragilelooking parlor rockers wearing
his rough shoes and, as he rocked back and forth waving his
arms to keep balance, he declaimed, "Fourscore and seven
years ago," and so on to the end.
I was fascinated and very proud
that Newt was so "learned."
I also woqdered if it was all
right for Nifett toquote Lincoln
in Mammaw's house. But, since
he did not seem worried,!soon
forgot it.
That was certainly not the
time that Newt complained,
"Auntie, I want my people."
Auntie replied, "We are your
people." Newt answered, .1
mean the people that I was
borned with."
Nor was it the time that
Sarah was crying from homesickness and said, "Take me
out and show me the chickens
and see if that will hush me."
about Newt's
My concern
quoting Lincoln in Mammaw's
house is better understood if
you read tree bit of family his-

tory written by Mam maw herself.
"The author of this article
was sixteen years old when the
war of rebellion began.
"Although of immature age,I
was very decided in my preference of the political situation.
So with South Carolina blood
tingling in my veins I deemed
the secession badge, which was
a rosette made of red, white,
and blue ribbon cut half in two.
"The Union Party wore the
unsevered rosette. and at that
time, were greatly in the majority in the community where
I lived. But, nothing daunted,
I wore mine pinned on the left
breast as the pride of my heart,
The readers could better understand this hasty rashness could
they understand the terrorizing
that the people had to suffer
for years before inconsequence
of malice that had been inculcated into the Negro minds by
malicious anti-slave people
until many ignorant Negroes
thought their only chance for
freedom was to kill all the slave
owners.
"Plots and preparations for
an uprising of the Negroes
against the whites being fre-

Notebook
(Continued from page one)

then. He touched base with many civic leaders and organizations about the idea and
they thought it mighty fine, except with the
old bromide "good, but let George do it."
Well, it wasn't George who did it, but
Nathan Wade. After getting the pulse of enthusiasm for the idea Nathan called together
a large group of interested individuals and
clubs and reported his "banana-bonanza"
and similarly told'the group that Metcalfe
and Ralph Lally, then president of the National Banana Association, would like to talk
with some local people about the proposed
event.
At that meeting Dub Burnette, Ruby
McDade, Nathan and I were appointed to
make the visit to New Orleans to see the top
bananas.
Something Else. Again
Mrs. Bid Harper, a long-time and popular entertainer at lhe
Derby Restatrard, will be appearing at the State Fair in Louisville In August. Mrs. Harper and her partner, Mrs. Curtis Harper, not shown, have added an atmosphere to the Derby that
makes dining there both entertaighip, and pleasurable.

Derby-Famous Clinton Musicians
Will Play At Fair's Breakfast
Mrs. Bid Harper and Mrs.
Curtis Harper, both of Clinton,
have been chosen to furnish
the entertainment for the ham
breakfast at the State Fair in

went to further 4-H work in the
state.
The women are sisters-inlaw.
Mrs. Bid Harper plays the
organ and piano regularly at
the Derby Restaurant, Mrs.
Curtis Harper assists her at
the piano.

The breakfast will be held in
Freedom Hall on Aug. 25, and
will follow the awarding of the
grand champion country ham,
The champion ham will be
Rural Loans Planned
auctioned at the breakfast.
DAR-ES-SAtAAM
Tanzania
Last year at the state fair,
to establish a Rural.De•
e
i
Harper's Hams of Clinton pro- ;
ment Bank designed to
duced the grand champion ham,
dei
edvitacht
which sold for $100 per pound, plata tear and me
bringing a total of $1,550.
Misaa for rural
The proceeds from the ham Biglecta

t

BANANA FESTIVAL'S COMING

INEs

LiQUO

Hig- ht horc at .,--

at a price you can enjoy!

Nathan served as president for two
years. It would be ridiculous to try to tell
you how hard he did work, and how much
personal time and effort he gave to the Festival.

New Color T.V. & Phones
in all rooms
Beautiful motel rooms
and fully equipped
efficiencies with two
new double beds

Without much further ado, I want to
make it clear, that the Banana Festival was
a Nathan Wade Enterprise. I know. I was
there!

CREDIT CANS HONORED:
Diner's Club
American Express
Carte Blanche
Master Charge
Bank-Americard
Charges

34-HOUR SWITCHBOARD SERVICE

Ifni:vet/III ?alms.
• Conveniently Located—
lust minutes to all day or
fright activities—Directly on
the ocean
liVrita or Call for Brochures
and rata Charts
0.1 Clark-Owner-Manapr
Phone-305-947-2613
'8901 COLLINS AVENUE
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"Now, let's talk about money." To the
longest day that I live, I shall never forget
the look on the faces of Dub, Ruby and Nathan when I made the remark. Their expressions seemed to say:"She's blown the whole
trip. WHY did we bring her?"
And at the suggestion it was dear, Bruce
Paschall, still a long-time personal friend
who said, "Yes, let's talk money."
Surely we all thought he was going to
ask us to pay for the bananas they offered.
And that's why, when Paschal, Lally, Metcafe, et al, asked to leave the room to discuss the $7500 contribution I asked, I was
the most uncomfortable I have ever been in
my life. Not because I feared refusal so
much, but maybe because Nathan was going
to ask me to jump out of the window and
leave the meeting, and blow his dream.
Two minutes later the group was back,
and they gave the $7500, provided the community put up another $7500, making $15,000.00.

It was a real challenge to raise that local
money, but we went far over the goal. And
the rest of the story tells itself.

11,11

Resort Motel

When the meeting got into fttli;fildlle.
and Nathan was presenting our plalligid
hopes, drawn on charts as carefully as an
Apollo project, one of the females in the local group (not Ruby McDade) sized up the
degree of enthusiasm of the banana representatives and said:

Nathan A-Peels Again!

MIAMI BEACIO°
Directly on the ocean
Private Beach
Swimming Pool
Air-Conditioned, heated
Coffee Shop
Cocktail lounge
Self Service Laundromat
Free-Self parking at your
door
Pool Table
Shuffleboael
Free golf next block

The four of us left Fulton with ,high
hopes, and the proposal to ask the National
Banana Association for some advertising materials, some planning help, and their moral
support.

lin
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Busy Everywhere Else
In the 17 and one-half years that Nathanand Pat and his family have lived here they
have given of their every effort to the betterment of this community. School, Scouts,
civic groups, church, retail merchants, just
everything.
And they loved every minute of it. And
because they loved and believed in what
they were doing their leaving will be greatly
noticed. We do hope to see them often. We
appreciated them more than we can say.

quently detected gave rise to run any crowd they could not
many untrue rumors that agi- whip. But alas for me, how P-4 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, July 20,
,1971
tated the minds of the people was Ito escape? But the alert
captain was equal to the emerIn some communities.
.So they lived in constant Igency. While he had his men
dread of what might happen. vigilantly guard the movements
Hence, my aversion to the Re- of the enemy and cautioned to
publican Party or anything or be sure to keep in the rear, he
anybody favoring anti-slavery. managed to secure the services
And my faith now is that Abe of a little old gray-headed man
Lincoln and John Brown (of who had an old mule and an old
Harper's Ferry, Va.), and many delapidated buggy, to convey me
others of like presumptions through this country to where
The members of the Fulton City Commission
will reap their reward in the we would be under the protecsecond judgment.
tion of the Southern army. have taken another step toward the building of a
"But all this I humbly submit
"The arrangements were new City Hall complex
in Fulton.
to the Judge. And lees a little completed and the captain proAt their meeting Monday night, the Comepisode caused by my unloyalty ceeded to get his men together
to the Union party in Kentucky. with a number of new recruits. missioners agreed to allow the architectural firm
"In the spring of '64, the They made their escape in the
of Ross and Castleberry to draw up schematic
Southern troops were moved night and got back to Col.
from
Kentucky. Frequently, Crossland with a very satis- (projected) plans for the complex. Ross and Castparties were sent back for re- factory report.
leberry, a Paducah firm, said such plans would
cruits, such as men and horses,
.But my escape was yet to
require six to eight weeks to complete.
and in July Capt. N. J. Pas- come. I did not know and did
Following this initial planning stage, the
chall was detailed by Col. not much believe that they had
Ed. Crossland of Forrest's had orders to molest me, but Commissioners will again vote on whether to conCavalry as recruiting officer such were their threats. It was
into Kentucky.
the excuse they made, too, for tinue the project.
"As we had previously ar- searching houses as though they
The next step would be a"de- steps involving City money.
ranged to get married, we de- expected to find me under the sign and development" phase, Brandeis Machinery and Supcided to take advantage of this beds or in closets, pantries, and the Commission will study ply Company of Paducah was
perhaps-last opportunity. So and trunks and other
such the findings of the architects awarked the bid for the new bullfurther, dozer.
we managed to get a legal li- places.
continuing
before
cense and get a preacher brave
The firm's fee will be 7.5 A demonstrator model which
"All I did was to keep adenough to say the ceremony, vised where they were and keep per cent of the building cost. had been driven 57 miles with a
Other action taken was the price bid of $19,500 less $6,500
but this was not done without out of their route. This was
trade-in, was studied by the
some difficulty.
not hard to do as they were purchase of a bulldozer, the
"The next thing was to get not fond of prowling around creation of a Park Board, and City. A bid on a new machine
soa snuebtmto
folr
attal
edobfy $
tb
l,6 pany
was
out of there (that is, to get out when they thought there were the approval of three imanciai a
the company
of the Federal lines)for,to our Southern soldiers in the woods.
for
the
Commissioners'
apreached
chagrin, the news had
"I waited a few days until
praisal.
Paducah that Paschall was in the excitement lulled, and
The current budget allows
the country and also, that he had according to promise, the little
$7,200 toward purchase of a
married a girl near Paducah. old man with the little old mule
dozer
this fiscal year.
They immediately sent out a put in his appearance.
The proposal for the creation
company of a hundred men to
"He found me dressed in
of a Park Board which had been
make search for the soldiers very unassuming costume and
under consideration by the
and also the bride.
wearing a sunbonnet. About
Commission was approved at
"How the soldiers were to get four o'clock in the morning, we
the
meeting.
out was not much of a problem started our trip.
It was revealed by City AtThe Small Business Adminas their tactics were to out.By the time people were
office torney James Warren that, acstirring much through the counlocated cording to Kentucky statutes,
l P
Paducah,
at
:gn
u:s Par
Kentucky, located
try, we were far enough away In
from home and acquaintance on the first floor of the City creation of such a board enNews From Our
titles the Commission to lay
Haayl ,awuiglu
l sbteu, ofpe
ronm ounuuThaur.
not to be recognized. As we d
up to 5C per $100 evaluation
plaided along through the heat
Boys In The
and dust, we had to stop sev- to 2:00 p. m. Phone number on property to provide funds
for park operation.
eral times to get water and is 442-3110.
The Board will
have five
A SCORE representative will
let our
mules rest a little.
A little to our surprise, as be available to give counseling members serving two years
enor_ each with no salary.
pr
nd
ospeu
advi
ticvee to businessmende
well as displeasure, people a
FT. LEWIS, Wash. — Army eager for the news about what
"Sing and rejoice, 0 daughPrivate Philip W. Maddox, 20, was going on would ask how siring his services. Also, he
ter of Zion: for, lo, I come,
son of Mrs. Gussie B. Vincent, far we had come and if we had will provide general informsstane
onSBA'sfinancial as_ and I will dwell in the midst of
we lion
Fulton, Ky., recently completed seen any soldiers. As
thee, saith the Lord." Zechprograms,
eight weeks of basic training couldn't tell them anything,
In order to determine credit ariah 2:10
at the U. S. Army Training they would tell us what they
and
eligibility requirements
Center, Infantry, Ft. Lewis, knew.
"We were told two or three for SBA loan programs, it is
Wash.
suggested
that the businessHe received Instruction in times that Paschall is in here
drill and ceremonies, weapons, with a company of soldiers and man bring with him a recent
financial statement or balance
map reading, combat tactics, they say he got married the
sheet of the business and a
military courtesy, military jus- other day, married a girl who
The following persons were
Hese, first aid, and army his- lived near Paducah. The little profit and loss statement for patients in Fulton's hospitals
the
previous full year. This
old man never knew anything
tory and traditions.
on
Wednesday, July 28:
His wife, Grace, lives at 619 about it, and was ready to drive information pertains to estati'tithed businesses.
i14, Second, Union City, Tenn. on.
HILL VIEW
"A little after sundown we
Steve Shelton, Crutchfield;
• CHERRY POINT, N. C.—Ma- reached our appointed destinaLouie Tibbs, Wino; Norman
Um. Next morning the old gen- rtiliOn
rine First Lieutenant Michael tion.
Scarbrough, Woodland Mills;
Mark Byars, Dukedom; Sherry
P. Rose, son of Mr. and Mrs. tleman (for such he was)set out
to
r
return
by
a
different
route.
Paul Rose of Route 1, Clinton,
Bugg Clinton; Wesley Franklin,
Ky., has reported for duty with I felt secure of being sent to
Valley; James Tombs,
the Second Marine Aircraft prison or being exiled.
Union City; Ernest Garrigus,
.What do you think of such a
Wing at the Marine Corps Air
Catherine Powell, Edna Love,
Station, Cherry Point, N. C. bridal trip?"
Joan Jones, Hickman; Doris
This gives an idea of what
Thirty-five Fulton County 4- Algee, Jennie French, Cleatus
EDWARD, Calif.—U. S. Air my grandmother thought oilier H Club members spent the week Wilbanks
Beatrice Shaffer,
Force Staff Sergeant Johnnie husband.
of July 12 at 4-H Club Camp Mary Elizabeth King, South FulWhat his children thought of at Dawson Springs, Kentucky. ton; Barbara Patterson, BarW, Scott, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe D. Scott, Route 3, Cold- "Father" was that he was the Camping activities for the week bare
Pruitt, Charlotte Coy,
water, Miss., has arrived for final authority on everything. Included boating, swimming, Cecil Wilkins, Nadine Midyett,
" duty at Edwards AFB, Calif. The Delphic Oracles had gone archery, riflery, crafts and Janette Bradley, Willie MatSergeant Scott, &communica- out of business. I do not agree, games.
thews, Fulton.
tions equipment repairman,is but I will leave that and go on
Those attending Were: Debto
pleasanter
things.
assigned to a unit of the Air
FULTON
bie Cartwright, Diana CartSometimes we would ride old wright, Mary Lois McClerkin,
Force Communications Service
Annie Hale, Tullahoma, Tenwhich provides global com- Prince. As many as possible Donna
Merryman, Tammy nesse°, Manuel Griffith, Palmmunications and air traffic would get on his back and each Westbrook, Letitia Westbrook, ersville; Martha Moss, Sharon;
control for the USAF. He pre- one would put his arms around Gail Williams, Jeannie Wise- Nettie Davis, Crutchfield; Marviously served at
Anderson the one in front. Uncle Ed was man, Denise Wiseman, Frieda gle Alexander, Sherry Bradthere to help us get on, to en- Simmons, Cinda Adams, Lou shaw, Hickman; Maude HutchAB, Guam.
The sergeant is a 1953 grad- courage us or to laugh at us. Ann Turner, Cheryl
Atwill, in s on, Nancy Ladd, Clinton;
The main thing was he was Cindy O'Connor, Debra 0,- Francis Ramsey, 011ie
uate of Western High School,
J.
there
to
help
us
get
on.
We
cerHickman, Ky.
Connor, Janet
Wainscott, Vaughn, Wingo; Maude Vincent,
His wife, Vera, is the daugh- tainly didn't need him to help us Frankye O'Connor,
Cynthia Ohs Williams, Dukedom; Robter of Mrs. Liles Garner, R. get off. The law of gravity took Vaught.
ble Clifton, Frank Gibbs,James
care of that!
R. 2, Hickman, Ky.
Also, Vickie Lou Thomas, P. Hale, Robert Howell, Eva
Uncle Ed had been a slave. Debora Thomas,Rhonda Walk- Minor, Mace Rose, Jewell Toots,
WIESBADEN,
Germany — The only one in the family. He er, Debra Lynn Franks, Jill South Fulton; Ira Armstrong,
Master Sergeant Max W. Long, was very young when the Civil Adams, Kathy McCollum,Fran- Delia Bennett, Janell Brasfield,
son of Mrs. Bernice Long of War was over and he stayed cm ces, Hunter, David Thomas, Jim Burke, Vera Byrd, Patsy
20'7 Barbara St., Fulton, Ky., with the family.
Jimmie Simmons, Larry mil- Collier, Mrs. Willie Etheridge,
Later on when I went away to ler, Drew Lester, Steve Wil- Minnie Hancock, Rune
has been decorated with his
Hardy,
second award of the U. S. Air 'boarding school and was so llama, Barry Callison, Dennis Gussie M. Hicks, Cozette Hill,
Force Commendation Medal at achingly homesick, I thought Campbell, Jim Williams, Bobby R. E. Hyland, Mary Nowlin,
Lindsey Air Station, Germany. that if I could just see Uncle Forsythe, Arlie Ray Dick, Mary Phyllis Pursell, Brenda Reid,
Sergeant Long distinguished Ed he would console me and O'Connor (leader), Jeannie Patricia Scott, Burnie Stalhimself by meritorious service teach me to be grateful that it Turner, Janet Adams (junior lins, Calvin Thomas, Lena
as a budget technician
Watts, Bennett Wheeler, Fulton.
at was possible to go to school. leaders).
Headquarters, Northern Communications
Area, Griffiss
AFB, N. Y.
He was honored during ceremales at Lindsey where he
now serves with a unit of the
Air Force
Communications
Service which provides global
communications and air traffic control for the
USAF.
The sergeant, who has served in Vietnam, is a I6-year
veteran.
He attended South F ult on
(Tenn.) High School and completed requirements for his
diploma after entering the Air
Force. He also has studied at
Bruce Business Institute, Martin, Tenn.

New City Hall Is
Coming 111 Closer

SBA OfficeIn
Paducah Open
On August 6

SERVICE

HOSPITAL NEWS

CouniY
4-H Members
Attend Camp

S

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVIZE WINDOW

SAN ANTONIO—Airman Edward N. Williamson, son of
Mr. and Mrs.Billy W. Williamson of 914 Arch St., Fulton,
Ky., has completed basic
training at Lackland
AFB,
Tex. He has been assigned to
Sheppard AFB, Tex.,for training as a medical services specialist. Airman Williamson,
a 1969 graduate of Fulton City
High School, attended Murray
State University,

Germany
BONN — About 3 million fordiner' were living In West Ger.
at the end of September,
b per cent In a year.
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Jewell Robey

The sou-in-law of Mrs. B.13,
Alexander of Fulton, Carl H.
Henderson, died July 22 in New
Orleans where he had been visiting.
Henderson was a former Fulton resident and had made his
home in Old Hickory, Tennessee.
His wife Is the former Zuline
Alexander.
In addition to his wife, Henderson leaves one son, a daughter, and three grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
in Old Hickory Monday,July 26.

Mrs. Jewell Robey, 61, died
Monday, July 26, at the Hillview
Hospital following a short ill.;
ness.
The wife of Earl Robey, Mrs.
Robey was born in Hardemad
County, April 13, 1910. She was
a long-time member of theJehovah's Witnesses.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday afternoon at the Jackson Funeral Home in Dukedom.
The Rev. Raymond Clark officiated and burial followed in the
Hailer's Campground C em etery.
In addition to her husband,
she is survived by two sisters,
Mrs. Lester Moore of Chicago
Clint Bennett, 85, died at 8,30 and hers. Henry Grissom of Fulton.
several nieces and nephews
p. m. Thursday, July 22, at his
home in Lynnville, following a also survive.
long illness.
Born December 17, 1885, Mr.
Bennett was a retired farmer.
He was a member of the PenteFuneral services were held
costal
Church at Lynnville. Wednesday, July 28, for Mrs.
Survivors include one son, Novella Harris Taylor, mother
Forrest
Bennett, and one Of Chap Taylor of
Fulton.
daughter, Mrs. Mozette ThomMrs. Taylor died Monday,
as, both of Lynnville; two July 26, at 3.30 p. m. in Portbrothers, Elzo Bennett, Duke- land, Tennessee.
dom Route 2, and Terry BenIn addition to her son, Mrs.
nett, Dukedom Route 1;
one Taylor is survived by a daughsister, Mrs. Ada Dickerson, ter, Mrs. Bill Williams, PortDukedom Route 1.
land, Tennessee, five grandServices were held Satur- children, Dr. Morris Taylor,
day, July 24, at 2 p. m. at the Houston, Texas; Phil Taylor,
Jackson Brothers Funeral Huntsville, Alabama; Dr. Bob
Home Chapel in Dukedom with Williams, Murray, Kentucky;
burial in the,church cemetery. Nann and Jennie Williams, both
of Portland, Tennessee; and
four great-grandchildren.
The funeral was held at the
Wilkerson and Wiseman Funeral Home in Portland with
graveside rites at Maplewood
Cemetery
in Mayfield, KenI did not have the time to write
the Route 3 News last week as! tucky.
had to be in Memphis. My husband was a patient in the Vets.
Hospital there for two weeks.
He is doing fine and wishes to
Mrs. Alberta Green, mother
thank each one for rememberof Mrs. Kenneth Turner of Fuling him in any way. Between
ton,
died Monday, July 26, at
keeping my garden stuff put up
the Lourdes Hospital in Paduand visiting him, I have been
cah.
awfully busy.
Mrs. Green, who would have
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Dalton
been 72 next month, was a memhad Mr. and Mrs. Doug Miller
ber
of the Calvary Cumberland
of St. Louis visit them for their
Presbyterian Church. She had
vacation. They all spent one
been a long-time resident of
week in the Smoky Mts.and reGraves County.
ported a good time.
Her mother, Mrs.Hettie WalJoseph Williams and his son
lace, died just ten days before
and a friend of Whittier, Calif.
her daughter.
spent a few days last week with
Mrs. Green was preceded in
Joseph's parents, Mr.and Mrs.
death by her husband, Paul, and
Hale Williams near Dukedom.
a daughter, Mrs. Marjorie TayMr. and Mrs. Kieth Emily
lor.
had as their guests last week
Survivors include her daughMr. ,arid Mrs. Brotherten of
ter; two sons, Howard of GraIndependilice, Mo.
•hamville, Kentucky, and Aldon
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Dalton
of Racine, Wisconsin; fifteen
and son have returned home
grandchildren and seven greatafter spending a few days in
grandchildren.
the Ozark Mts.
Services were held WednesWilliams of Water
Alvie
July 28, at the Hopkins
day,
Valley missed work a couple
and Brown Funeral Home in
of days last week due to illWingo.
ness.
Rev. Sam Simon officiated
Sergeant Herman L. Parks
and interment was in the Caland family of O'Fallon, Ill, spent
vary Cemetery.
their vacation with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Parks and
family. It was an enjoyable
time for the Parks.
•LATHAP4
Wilma Nell Ellis of Bowling
By Mrs. W: C. Morrison
Green, Ky. also visited her
aunt, Mrs. Zora Parks over
last weekend. Mrs. Parks has
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morrison
not been doing so well since
being in the hospital the last and Billie Jean of Chicago,
Ill,
are vacationing with their
time. We wish for her a speedy
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Orven
recovery.
and
Our deepest sympathy goes Morrison of Dukedom
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Clinard of
to the family of Mrs. Earl* Fulton, Ky.
Rhodes in their loss of their
Mrs. Lola Morrison accomloved one. Mrs. Rhodes had panied Mr. and Mrs.Billy Morbeen in bad health for several rison to Ky. Lake last week on
years. She leaves a host of vacation.
loved ones and friends, both
The Thomas Fulcher family
here and in Detroit, where she of Chicago, Ill, are on vacation
made her home, to mourn her at their farm in this compassing.
munity. They have been quite
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lewis busy mowing and other work.
and son Chad are visiting their
Mr. and Mrs. Red Manfield
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James entertained their
daughter,
Lewis and Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Glynda Fay and family from
Williams for their two weeks Birmingham, Ala. last week.
vacation from Sterling Heights,
Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus Laws
Mich.
moved to their home in Latham
Mr. and Mrs.Hillman Collier last week. They bought the
drove Mrs. Everett Williams former Zula Hawks home sevto Memphis Saturday to bring eral months ago.
Everett home from the V. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Huron Mosley
Hospital.
and Mr. and Mrs. Pete KilleMrS. Estell Brann and Mr. brew attended the revival last
and Mrs. Claud McNeil visited
Wednesday night at
Sandy
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams,
Baptist
Branch Primitive
Monday morning.
Church.
Mrs. Jeannette Brewington
and family from Peoria, Ill.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Foster last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Patterson
and June Miller of Detroit,
There will be a revival at Mich. were recent visitors of
Bethlehem Methodist Church Mr. and Mrs. Billie Rea hi
at Pilot Oak, Kentucky, begin- Latham, also, Mr. Joe M. Garning August 1 and continuing cea of Mille, Colorado,and Mr.
through August 6. Services will and Mrs. Joe T. Garceaof Denbegin'at 7:45 p. m. each evil- ver, Colorado, recently.
Chess Morrison isn't as well
fling.
Rev. Harold Craig will be this week. His visitors were:
the visiting minister. The cas- Mr. and Mrs. Orven Morrison,
tor is Franklin Gardener. There Jack, Randy and Robert Pogue,
will be a fellowship supper each Danny Walker, Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan, and Mr. and
evening* 6;30 p. m.
Everyone is invited to attend. Mrs. Bonnie Cummings.

Clint Bennett

Novella Taylor

An Area-Wide Crusade for?
Christ featuring the internationally-known
evangelistic
team, Bo and Dick Baker of
Dallas, Texas, will begin Sunday, August 1 and go through
Sunday, August 8. Sponsored
jointly by a number of area
churches of several denominations, the Crusade services
will be held each evening at
8:00 P. M. at the Mice County
Fairgrounds Grandstand
in
Union City.
The Baker Brothers have,
been blessed with a ministry
that has led them to Europe,
the Near East, Central and
South America, Cuba, the Bahamas, the most recently to
Singapore and throughout the
Orient in Crusades. The Baker
Brothers have included in their
fall schedule this year a preac htrig mission to Spain.
Bo Baker is a graduate of
Baylor University and Southwestern Theological Seminary.
Dallas Baptist College has con-

ferred upon turn the Doctor oi
Divinity degree. Bo Baker has
been a featured speaker for
conventions, conferences, and
college and university groups
across America. He has conducted evangelistic meetings in
Japan at the request of United
States military personnel stationed there. These and many
more invitations have come because of a strong presentation
of Christ-centered messages
and faithful adherence to the
Bible as the final word of authority.
Dick Baker, gifted composer,
vocalist, and pianist, is recognized as one of the outstanding
gospel singers of our day. He
served as a member of the Billy
Graham team during the Greater New York City Crusade. He
was chosen to direct the music
for the first nation-wide General Jubilee Conference an
Evangelism in Dallas, Texas,
in July, 1963. Many new hymns
and gospel songs have come

from the creative talents of Dick
and Bo Baker each year. Among
their very newest are "Follow
After Me" and "Abundantly."
Dick's "Longing For Jesus"
has been translated into many
languages. His newest release
Is entitled "Just For You."
Billy Graham says of this
team: "Bo and Dick Baker, both
of whom I regard as close
friends, are a great credit to
the field of evangelism. Both
are talented, sincere men of
God. Their work is churchcentered, which is where
it
should be; and all honor goes
to the Lord. My confident prayer
is that God will continue
to
wonderfully bless the efforts of
these dedicated brothers."

Brother Abney Is
Revival Evangelist
August 2 is the date set for
the revival at the Crutchfield
Baptist Church.
Services will begin each night
at 7:30. Brother J. W. Abney
of the West Hickman Baptist
Church will be the evangelist.
Brother Windal Walker is
the pastor.

• Chestnut clads
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan

A gospel meeting will begin
August 8 at the Oak Grove
Church of Christ with Brother
Jim Cannon doing the preaching. Services each day the following week at 7:45 P. M. A
cordial welcome Is extended to
everyone to attend each or any
of these services.
Mr. and Mrs. Durrell Terrell visited Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Jones and Randy at Smyrna, Tennessee, last weekend.
A very large number attended the service at Ruthville
last Saturday night, in observance of Brother Carlin's fifty
years in the ministry. Friends
from several other congregations attended.
Several members of the
Ladies Bible Class and their
families from the Oak Grove
Church were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
last Sunday. Those enjoying
this occasion were Mr.and Mrs.
John Colley, Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie,
Charles Johns and
Brother and Mrs.Harry Owens,
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Ralph and Ronnie, Mr.and Mrs.
Drew Walls, Mr. and Mrs. Neuman Croft, Mr. and Mrs.James
Haygood, Mr. and Mrs. Brooks
Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. Adair
Cannon, Mrs. James Pogue,
and
Robert, Kathy, Sammie
and Mr. and Mrs.
Becky
Vaughan.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell
returned from a vacation trip
last Saturday after visiting in
the home of their son Darrell,
who brought them home where
they visited after a trip to Detroit, Niagara Falls and Several places of interest in Canada.
Laverne Owensby seems to be
slowly improving but is unable
to be out very much.
Jim Burke continues about
the same at the Fulton Hospital where he has been a patient since being released from
the Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
A letter from Mrs. Sheltie
Braun Baird, who is a resident
of an Old Ladies Home in Nashyule, is indeed an inspiration
to share her cheerfulness in
accepting her disability since

she has become unable to walk
and is confined to her room.
She writes such interesting letters and is only able to type
with one finger. It will be remembered that Mrs. Baird was
employed as a Court Stenographer formerly before her retirement and was an excellent
typist. She is always so interested In the news of her friends.
Her address is Mrs. J, B.
Baird, 2817 West End Ave.,
Nashville, Tennessee.

Chapel Hill Seeks
Fund For Cemetery
There will be a meeting at
Chapel Hill United Methodist
Church on Saturday, August 1,
at 3 p. m. for the purpose of
raising a fund for perpetual
care for the church cemetery.
Anyone interested is asked to
be present.
Prayer
unlocks the door,
praise keeps it open. "Praise
God from whom all blessings
flow."

Mrs. Alberta Greea

Palestine. N

Mary, Mother of Jesus.
It is strange to know
that today, after centuries

of

years,

its

water is still tamed by
Palestinians and worshipping visitors as •
cleansing ablution.

divine birth of Jesus and the
THE
blessed Motherhood of the Virgin
Mary have served as spiritual inspiration to all generations. The Church has
been the everlasting memorial to the

nobility of soul and beauty of purpose
which Mother and Son cast before them
in shining words of gospel. Let us seek
joy and salvation at its altar, and
solace in the strains of holy music.

EGULARLY

'FIEND

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms . The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee

Hicionan-Fulion R. E. C. C.

Greenfield Monument Works

en h.

The well of the Virgin

"Live Setter Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
477.9060
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

The Citizen's Bank
Make eur bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
234-2655

E. W. James and Sons

Fulton, Kentucky

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Fulton Electric System

472-1471

305 Main Street

472-13111

Compliments Of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY SANK

— In Operation 61 Years

Large Display
Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons
W. O. Powers

Orsentueld

Felten

Phone 235-2293

Phone 472-1153

Hornbeak Funeral Home

Henry I. Siegel Company. Ins,

3171 Carr Street

Fulton and South Fulton

Fulton, Ky.

472-1412

Fulton, Ky,

3311
472.

a Good place to work

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
PAC04112
Clinton, Ky.

01-11771

Fulton Area Horses
Win Al Obion Show
Horses of six area meal/Ore
among the winners at the Ninth
Annual Walking Horse Show
presented by the Obion County
Saddle Club at Union City Saturday, July 16.
Hugh Lattus of Hickman capcountry pleasure
tured the
class award atop his horse,
Silver.
In the same class, two Fulton
men took third and fourth place
ribbons. Conde, ridden by CHIford Ferguson, placed third,

Caldwell County
Plans Horse Show
Caldwell County 9-H Council
will sponsor its 12th annual
horse show August 13 and 14
at the Caldwell County Farm
.Bureau Fair Grounds at Princeton, Kentucky.
Prizes from ribbons to $35
in cash will be awarded to the
winners of each of the groups.
There will be 14 classes in
each day's activities. and entry
fees range from no fee for the
tunior showmanship at halter
$5 for the five-gaited open.
Contestants should contact
the Caldwell County 4-H Club
at Princeton.

Perfection Aire, ridden
and
by Douglas Crowder and owned by Eddie Morris,took fourth.
Richard Myatt of Fulton swept
through the pleasure ponies
class, taking three of the five
awards. Placing second was
Mictnigtg, ridden by James
Buckingham; fourth, Susie, ridden by David Forrester; and
fifth, Lady, ridden by Doane
Canter.
Alice Caldwell, atop Ace's
Angle, owned by Caldwell's
Farms of Fulton, placed fifth
In the juvenile walking class,
and Go Boy's Gypsy Flash,
ridden by Elaine Forrester and
owned by Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Wood of Fulton, was fifth in the
walking pleasure English group.
Finally, Ebony's Big Ace.
ridden by Robert Caldwell and
mined again by Caldwell Farms,
was second in the walking ponies
class.
There were about 1500 spectators at the event and 137 of
the finest horses from nine
different states.
FREE
Kentucky highway officials
are talking with their cotuderparts in Ohio to see if the toll
can be removed from an Ohio
River bridge between Portsmouth, Ohio, and South Shore,
Ky. The effort was initiated by
Gtrernor Nunn

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

THUR..FRI.. SAT.,
JULY 29730-31

liederease Marlin & Unless Ogg
WED. - THURS. - FRI.
JULY 28 - 2f -30

MOSIBE
DESTROYED

DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk

Dr.Phil3es (GP)
— AND —

PLUS —
3eorge Kennedy Anne Jackson

The Hard Ride(R)
All Children Under 12 FREE

MGM presents
A Freeman-EndeiS PrOductiOn

SATURDAY,JULY 31
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk

on., Mon., Tues., Wed
Aug. 1-2-3-4

lumg
,
--PLUS —
LYNN.REDGRAVE

A Boy Named
Charlie Brown (G)
— AND —
Cheyenne
Social Club (GP)
SUN- - *OW - TUES.
AUGUST 1 - 2 - 3
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk

The House That
Screamed(GP)
— AND —
The Haunted
Palace (GP)

Drug Raid

Banana Festival Seeks
Local Pageant Entrants

(Continued from page one.)
delinquents.
Also charged in additional
warrants were Jim Williams,
19, Fulton, and Jackie Pewitt,
20, Fulton. Both were charged
dangerous
possessing
Entries are being received
with
drugs (marijuana) which were daily for the InternationalBataken from them July 20 when nana Festival Princess Fagarrested at the Guy residence east to be held in Fulton, Ky.
and with being minors in pos- on August 12th in connection
with the Ninth International
session of alcohol,
substance Banana Festival. This Peg(Si Monday the
taken from them was verified eant is fast becoming one of
by the Kentucky State Police the better-known pageants in
laboratory as marijuana.
Mid-America, each year these
Also arrested July 27 was contestants go on to win high
Johnny A. Guy, 20, Fulton Rt. honors in both state and na5. He was charged with pos- tional contests.
session of dangerous drugs,
sponsored by the Rotary Club
LSD and marijuana.
the Pageant will be directed
Johnny Guy has been in the by Miss Linda Arrington and
Fulton County jail at Hickman Miss Cheryl Underwood. Jack
in lieu of $500 bond since July Staulcup and his orchestrawill
20 when he was arrested and
charged with contributing to the
delinquency of minors. The
July 27 arrest was on the drug
charge and bond was set at
$1,000.
The bond on Williams and
Jackie Pewitt was set at $1,000
Many handicapped children
each and they were lodged at
the Fulton County jail at Hick- from the Upper West Tennessee area have taken advantage
man.
Glenn Pewitt, father of Jackie of the invitation to attend the
Pewitt, and Mr. and Mrs. Guy, Easter Seal Camp, and have
parents of Johnny Guy, all were already 'lived it up' for eleven
released on bond until the Aug. fun-filled days at the camp for
handicapped children, located
4 hearing date.
In the early morning raid on Old Hickory Lake out of
Nashville.
July 20 at the converted smokeSeventy more West Tenneshouse on the Guy farm, five
see youngsters are presently
youths were arrested.
According to police reports, at the camp enjoying the daily
Johnny Guy and two male juve- activities, including. Eskimo
niles were taken into custody picnic, a space trek, a Roman
at the smokehouse where sus- banquet, Indian Day, a Meximarijuana can fiesta, country fair, just
LSD and
pected
to name a few.
were confiscated.
The invitation is extended anWhile officers were inside the
nually to any handicapped child
and
Williams
smokehouse, Jim
Jackie Pewitt drove up and of- or adult who can benefit by
No
ficers confiscated suspected the camping experience.
marijuana and alcoholic bever- child is turned away for lack of
of
fee
$125.00.
campership
ages from their car, it was
Easter Seals spends close to
reported.
that
Also present in the smoke- $200 for every camper
are prohouse at the time was an 18- goes to camp. Funds
and
Day
Coffee
through
vided
year-old female who has not
Campership mail, but many
been charged.
In the area of the
At the time, officers also children
hypodermic Lions Paducah Telethon have
several
found
the
syringes and needles and con- attended as a result of
glue Telethon.
siderable evidence of
This camp means a great
sniffing, according to Hill.
Laboratory reports have not deal to parents of handicapped
it is the
been completed on powders and children. For many,
liquids also confiscated from only time during the year that
constant
the
of
they
free
are
the smokehouse.
A hearing scheduled July 27 care of the child. Yet, they
for the two male juveniles ar- are assured their child is in
rested on July 20 was continued the care of someone who is
trained to care for the child's
until Aug. 4.
On Thursday a hearing will difficulties.
One mother excitedly reportbe held for Steve Taylor, 23,
Hickman, who was arrested by ed that she has received a letfrom her twelve-year-old
ter
State Police in the Beech Grove
has been
community July 9 and charged son that his name
for an overnight campwith contributing to the delin- drawn
ing trip on the cabin cruiser
quency of a minor.
that has been donated to the
At the time he was accom- camp. Several have experipanied by a 17-year-old girl enced the
thrill of pontoon
and an 18-year-old girl. Since boat trips up the lake for a
then he has also been charged close view of Johnny Cash's
with possession of dangerous lakeside home. Saddle Clubs
drugs, marijuana, police said. of Tennessee have been going
Assisting Hill in the arrests to the camp every Saturday
July 27 were State Trooper Har- for four years, taking horses
old Dacus and Commonwealth so the children could see them
and those who are physically
DO. Milford Jobe.

furnish the music for the Pageant and for the Princess Ball
immediately following.
One of the more glamorous
prizes to be awarded the girl
chosen to be the Festival Princess is an all-expense trip to
the Quito Festival. held annually
in Quito, Ecuador, as well ass
scholarship.
Festival Officials announced
today that a few more entries
can be taken so if you would
like to enter the Princess Pageant and Join in the Festival
fun, contact Banana Festival
Headquarters, Fulton, Ky., today.

South Fulton Children Attend
Camp Helped By Easter Seals

Puckett
(Continued from Page (ne)
Mr. Puckett, who makes his
home on a 42-acre farm a mile
south of South Fulton, is president of the Twin-City Youth
Program, a baseball-softball
program for youth of the cities
of Fulton and South Fulton. He
is a past member of the Fulton
Jaycees, is a member of the
Fulton-South Fulton Chamber
of Commerce and is a charter
member of the South Fulton Ktwants Club. He is a member
of the United Methodist Church.
He has been a member of
the Mon County Court for the
past five years.

Paducah
(Continued from Page One
school. Everyone except the
high school students and the
adult Health Occupation students will be registering on
Tuesday, August 3. The high
school students will formally
register when the classes begin at their respective high
schools.
cost
The
of vocational
courses for high school students is basically borne through
the minimum foundation program. A nominal tuition and
registration fee is required of
out-of-school youth, veterans,
and adults.
Further information may be
obtained by calling 443-4534
and asking for Mike Staples,
the guidance counselor.

able, could ride.These experiences have provided many hours
of conversation and dreams
winter 'shut-in'
during the
months.
Most children from the West
Tennessee area are provided
transportation to and from camp
by Easter Seals, via chartered
bus, the Easter Seal Handicab
or private cars. These trips
on
usually include side-visits to
educational points of interest.
Those who attended the first
session of the camp visited
Andrew Jackson's home, the
Hermitage, and the Parthenon
at Centennial Park in Nashville, enroute home.
Campers from this area in
the first session were: Wanda
Barnhart, Brenda Dunlap, Joyce
John W. Fitzwater, 31, will
and Judy Lindsey of Paris; May
serve as Press Secretary to
Reynolds of Tiptonville,
Jo
Tom Emberton, Nominee for
Rickman of Ridgely;
Vickie
Governor in the November GenRoger Blythe of Martin;Shereral Election, it was announcry English of Sharon; Nancy
ed today.
Galloway, Stephany Skinner and
Fitzwater, a native of SomerBetty Jane Parham of Greenset, is a past President of the
field.
Kentucky Jaycees and a former
Those presently at the camp
Director of Administration for
from this area are: Johnny
the United States Jaycees.
Wilson, Julie Jones of Martin;
In 1969, Fitzwater was seBarbara Neely, Jimmy Dale
lected to represent 14 of the
Tucker, Darrell Turner of
nation's Civic and Service OrUnion City; Willie Avery, Tima three-month
Fulcher, ganization on
my
Dean, Johnny
assignment in Washington durErnie Jordon, Barbara and
ing the formation of a National
Richard Dean of TIptonville;
Voluntary Action.
Office of
Michael and Jim Frazier of
Later that year he was one of
South Fulton; Janet Maddox of
22 national civic leaders inDresden; John Coats of Greenvited to tour South Vietnam
field.
under the sponsorshipot FreeAttending the adult session
dom's Foundation,
will be: John Salmon of Tiptonville; Barry Flowers and
Coming
Dresden. Festival's
Jerry Darnell of

Combs Aide
Is Emberton
Press Aide
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Music, Prizes, Beauty
At RECC Annual Meet
Music, prizes, and a beauty
contest will be headline items
at the annual Hickman-Fulton
Counties Rural Electric Cooperative Cooperation meeting to
be held Thursday, July 29, at
6 p. m.
In addition to the entertainment, business matters concerning the cooperative will be
on the program.
Two organization directors
will be elected to succeed G. H.
Terry and W. H. Harrison. Reports will also be given on membership, finances, and improvements in facilities.
Highlighting the event will be
the Miss Rural Electrification
Beauty Pageant. The winner
will appear in the Miss Kentucky
RECC pageant during the State
Fair in Louisville in August.
In addition to her trip to
Louisville, the winner will receive a silver trophy, the winner's sash, and a $150 clothing
allowance.
The runner-up will be awarded a trophy and sash, and will
serve as the alternate for the
winner if she cannot participate.

The state winner will take
part in the national finals in
Las Vegas, Nevada, next February.
Miss Nancy DeMyer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. DeMyer, was last year's winner.
A free bucket of light bulbs
will be presented to every member of the cooperative who registers, and there will be drawadditional prizes.
ings for
Special prizes for the youngsters will include two bicycles.
Entertainment will be provided by Bobby Pierce and his
four-piece band. Pat McKinnery, a Grand Ole Opry singing
star, will perform, and a juggling act and a group of trained poodles will complete the
night's activities.
RECC representatives include W. H. Harrison, president, district 4; Travis Hipp,
vice-president, district 5;G. 11,
secretary-treasurer,
Terry,
district 1; Larry Binford, mem.
2; and Joe Campdistrict
her of
bell, member, district 2.

MEDICAID
The Kentucky medical assistproject that "locked
pilot
ance
In" 38 recipients in 10 countiee
',identified as over-users has
reduced by almost one-tiald the
cost of their physician and
pharmacy services. The average per person monthly cost
for services dropped from 291.56
in $12.51. The overall program
President Nixon has desig- average is 1115.80.
nated the week of July 25
1971, as National Farm Safety
Week. The rate of accidental
deaths in agriculture remains
second only to that of the construction industry.
President Nixon has urged
"farm families and all in the
ANDREWS
rural community to matte every
effort to reduce accidents ocJewelry Company
curring at home, work, in rec•••••••Miamom,
reation and on the highway."
National Farm Safety Week,
1971, has more significance
this year than before. The enof the occupational
actment
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Safety and Health Act, 1970,

Parts For All —
Electric Shavers At:

S. P. MOORE & CO

places
special responsibility
upon employees of the Department of Agriculture to promote safety and accident prevention in rural areas.
The Act requires the U. S.
Department of Labor to estabsafety
lish and
administer
standards for workers in many
fields, including agriculture.

Phone 471-10114
-Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting

RALPH
PUCKETT
FOR TAX ASSESSOR

Effective immediately the Fulton Electric System
will discontinue the practice of mailing second

* MARRIED, Two Daughters

notices on unpaid electric bills. To receive a discoed on bills, they
must he paid by the 5th of the month. Bills become delioeut
on the 15th of the moth. It is most imported that your name and
CORRECT ADDRESS appear on your electric bill. Persons now receiving

* Korean War Veteran
*Graduate of Murray State
* Member, Obion County Farm Bureau
* Experienced Businessman, dealirg
primarily with Farmers
* Member, Obion County Quarterly
Court five years
* Charter member, South Fulton
Kiwanis Club
* Member, Fulton-South Fulton
Chamber of Commerce
*Past Member, Jaycees
* President, Twin-City Youth
Summer Baseball Program
* Chairman, Country Music Show,
International Banana Festival
* Taught in the Public Schools
* Son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett Sr.
* A Member of the United Methodist
Church

THERE ARE MANY INEQUITIES EXISTING WHICH INCLUDE VALUES BEING
OUT OF LINE AND MANY DESCRIPTIONS WRONG, WHICH WERE MADE

the wife or husband of the deceased, must have the electric meter

BY THE OUT-OF-STATE APPRAISERS, THAT NEED TO BE CORRECTED.
ASK FOR AND WILL DEEPLY APPRECIATE YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE IN

changed to their own name. Further information may be obtained

MY BEHALF AS A CANDIDATE FOR THE OFFICE OF ASSESSOR OF PROPERTY.

electric service in the name of a deceased perm ether Ilia

by contacting the Felts. Electric office, Main Street, Felton, Ky.

FULTON ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
Ey.
Fulton

VOTE AND ELECT RALPH PUCKETT

OBION COUNTY
TAX ASSESSOR
Paid for by Mien County friends of Ralph Puckett
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President Sets
Week Featuring
Farm Safety

VOTE AND SUPPORT

SPECIAL NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS
OF THE
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

F.
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HEW Grants UT At Martin
Funds For Social Services

THE NEW

With
the Amur icon
Red Cross.
Tennessee Department of Public Welfare through which the
allocation was made. Funding
THURSDAY,JULY 29, 1971
FULTON. KENTUCKY
of the grant is on a 75-25 basis
with HEW supplying the larger
amount.
In making the announcement,
Dr. Stanley Williams, depart- I
ment chairman, said thegrant
makes possible continuation of
the program begun last year.
The additional funds will provide for the expansion of the
program to include medical
— The say the figure would be much
ASHLAND, Ky.
social services and the estabdriver is not.a prob- higher if it weren't for the
intoxicated
lishment of a demographic relem Kentucky has escaped. The "school" conducted by the Apsource center on the U-T Marproblem is so great nationally, palachian Comprehensive Care
tin campus.
that in January U.S. Secretary Center.
"This will enable the Unisk. UM
of Transportation John A. Volpe
versity to make available to
Those arraigned for intoxisaid, "Alcohol is involved in 50
social agencies, municipalities,
cated driving at Ashland may
organizacivic clubs and other
to 60 per cent of highway fatalichoose several courses of action
information
ties, causing at least 30,000
Hair Spray Normal 13-oz.,/ tions statistical
in Ashland. The first choice is
relative to the population cornand 800,000 crashes evdeaths
Reg. 99c
failure to appear, forfeiture of
posWon of the area," Dr. Wilery year."
$153.50 and loss of license. The
liams said.
total
death
traffic
Kentucky's
last
program
the
initiating
In
second is pleading innocent—and
from 1961-1969 was 7,710 — last
year, social agencies in Weak- Dr. H. S. 'Jack' year's number was 1,009. Using if convicted loss of license. The
ley, Lake, Henry, Gibson, AT MURRAY
third (open to first offenders
Mr. and Mrs
Crockett, Dyer and °bloc coun- Jackson Jr., son of
of traffic deaths, only) is pleading innocent and
Clinton. Sy., the percentage
ties were utilized as educational H S Jackson Sr of
quoted by
alcohol
to
related
Houston-Mcplevijof
the
agreeing to attend the ACCC
centers for students enrolled in has joined
Murray, 10., Volpe would mean Kentucky school. Upon satisfactiorily comat
the welfare program at UTM. Clinic
7.0Z.
and NO pletion of the course (a 'series
534
between
He
counted
urology.
in
specializing
The Mental Health Center at
his medical degree from persons who died as the result of four half-hour sessions exRog. 85c
Union City was also used as received
the UT Medical Units at Mem- of a highway accident in which plaining intoxication and the
one of the principal agencies.
an internship at an intoxicated driver was inserved
phis,
In addition to his classwork,
law, and discussions of probHillcrest Hospital in Tulsa, Okla., volved in 1970.
the student spends one day per
lems) he may plead guilty to
Insurgical
one-year
a
served
his
week during the part of
Memphis Methodist Economically, traffic acci- extreme reckless driving, pay
at
ternship
of
one
in
studying
senior year
Hospital and a three-year dents have cost the state a to- $183.50, and keep his license.
the participating agencies.
residency at the City of Memphis tal of $2.16 billion damage in
Needless to say, most offend.
Extra Large
During the 1971-72 academic
the past decade. Kentucky's ens choose this route.
within the Hospital.
agencies
other
year,
Roo. lie
Traffic Safety Coordinating
Police Judge A. R. Imes says
Northwest Tennessee area will
Committee says that if alcohol this amending charge "doesn't
be invited to participate in the
is involved in half these acci- violate the spirit of state laws
rural social services program.
dents, a loss of over fl billion since the state wants us to try
can be attributed to the intoiu- to rehabilitate people." State
24 Have Tread
cated driver,
law requires a mandatory sixMinimum;
Kentucky's campaign against month license revocation for an
21.0Z.
the intoxicated driver has been. intoxicated driving conviction.
NEW YORK — 'Twenty-four
Reg. 51.9S
The Senate today defeated by spearheaded by Gov. Louie B.
However, Kentucky State Postates have minimum treadamendthe
10
to
71
Nunn, who through the depart- lice Lt. Roger Wilheit, director
depth requirements for passen- a vote of
Moss of Utah
Senator
by
ment
ment of Public Safety and the of the state Department of Pubger-car tires in effect.
and others to eliminate all
Traffic Safety Coordinating lic Safety's Bureau of Driving
price supports for tobacco,
stressed education Licensing, frowns on the Ashto prohibit government grad- Committee,
ing, and to end export as- of state residents about the land system saying, "We want
sistance for tobacco grown by problems of alcohol and driv- judges to use the school in M1"
Shampoo 7-0Z.
dition to revocation, not in lieu
U. S. farmers and sales of ing during May.
Reg. $2.45
U. S. leaf abroad under P. L.
The second push is scheduled, of it" Wilheit hopes to have the
480.
this month with the release of state's point system altered so
Palm Reader
Cooper said, "I several television spots to stet that persons charged with drivSenator
pointed out in the debate that
Hans that broadcast in and to ing while ender the influence of
the amendment had nothing at
commonwealth. Emphasis intoxicants would have nine
and ADVISER
all to do with health; its only the
public to points assessed against their IiTILLS PAST, PRESENT
effect would be to destroy a will be on getting the
AND FUTURE
program which has overwhelm- think about the intoxicated driv- cense if they are convicted of
She will arhtise
ingly been approved by farmers log — and action at a local ley- a lesser charge.
you on love, marriage, busi$1.60
Across the state, cities are
and drive them to the wall eco- el.
ness, horn., healthy com.
nomically."
The gover:-.or spoke in Ash-.experimenting with means to
oenionship and divorce. Shia
"Senators from tobacco states land earlier this year, and said lower the nurnber of drinking
can and will help you on any
strongly opposed the Moss some Eastern Kentucky tart drivers on the mad,
problem, no matter bow big
amendment and I am glad that
do not send records to Frank- In Paducah, Judge Ken Burkwe were able to defeat it,"
or little your problems are.
fort 40 the Public Safety DePurt-lhart, a former McCracken Counstated.
big
too
Cooper
problem
is.
is
There
meet can mans points against *AMR,has begun a program
simia
on
vote
year's
40
Last
with,
you
holy
to
her
:far
4-0Z.
amendment by Senator Moss the drivers license Of Individ- of refusing to let Intoxicated
lar
tomorrow
far
teddy,
Me
NO
RHO $17g
was defeated 52-15. Senator uals convicted of certain traffic driving defendants cif the hook
may bet.. late.
if a conviction is possible. DurCooper said that adoption of charges.
SHE IS Located on Highway
the burley poundage program
The city of Ashland has an ing this program, the city's ac
45 E 3 Miles North of Marthis spring strengthened his unusually low record of convic- cldent rate has dropped 30 per
tin, Tenn. Look For Big Red
position during Senate debate tions for intoxicated driving — cent.
Palm Sign in Front Of Her
and assisted in securing the
Horne—OPEN I A. M. Until
about 12 per cent of arrests. Frankfort reportedly is watchgreater margin of defeat in
officials ing the program closely with an
11 P. M. Daily and Sunday
year and But law enforcement
this
amendment
the
Fee More Information Call
eye toward making it available
will help to protect the pro
(901) 517-44311
possibly on a statewide basis.
gram in years to come.

An HEW grant renewal
amounting to $88,312.00 has
been awarded to the University
of Tennessee at Martin for
continuing the development of
a rural social services program in Northwest Tennessee.
Notification of the renewal,
to be used by the Department
of Sociology and Anthropology,
was received July 1 from Fred
E. Friend, commissioner of the

"4 Kentu,ckylsPlagued
By Drunken Drivers

SUPER SAVING
Al Evans Drug
Suave

•

6k

Lisierine
61c

Band-Aid

Senate Beats
Amendment To
Tobacco Prices

57c

Lysortiily
$1.59

us At:

'S
pany

Bead & Shoulders

SISTER
WALLACE

$1.49

& CO

Oh Fulton

61
L Motown

.Carpeting.

urn and

Nesting

Phisohex
s-oz
R.•

Arrid Extra Dry

$1,19
ft- ass..
IIIETANS DRUG CO.
wk. so.

San Andreas
Fault Extends
Over 600 Mike

CLOSING OUT
ALL

WALLPAPER
AT 1/2 PRICE
PAINT SALE

ALL PAINTS
10% 10 50%
DISCOUNT

Of interest to Homemakers

Seek To Cut Off
Drug Supplies

Deferred
Men Face
Draft Calls

County Youths
Enjoy Camp At
Dawson Springs

WASHINGTONGen. John N. Mitthell, contending there has been some
progress, said today he hopes
The "Expanded Food andNuadministration efforts to halt il- trition l'rogram" of the uni— The legal narcotics imports "will
WASHINGTON
versity of Kentucky Cooperanation's draft boards are alive soon show a real impact."
tive Extension Service held a
and well and may start inFun and Food Camp
weekend
Noting that Mexico, France
ducting some 1971 college gradand Turkey have joined the fight at Dawson Springs 4-H Camp
uates unless Congress extends
against international narcotics June 18-19. Eighteen youth
their authority to draft 19-year traffic. Mitchell said "We an- from Fulton County Joined 300
olds before September, says ticipate that others will also join others from the Purchase and
Defense secretary Melvin R. in our struggle to combat Penny rile Areas.
Activities included classes
Laird.
widespread addiction "
in nutrition, emphasizing the
Laird told newsmen Friday
subcomnlittee
Basic Four Food Groups, and
He told a Senate
the government may have to
that the Justice Department is crafts, decoupage and making
begin drafting previously de- primarily concerned with cutting "Buddy Burners" for outdoor
ferred men unless a Senatedru
supply
cookery. Recreation consisted
nd of
try.
House conference committee (n)fafrcothteics
r thiscosuna
nteof
games and
swimming.
breaks a deadlock that has held
up renewal of a key provision
of the draft law.
"I do not believe we can delay much longer than September," Laird said.

Barbecue

The deadlock is over a Senate
amendment, sponsored by Ma-

Ray
N
CHICKE
FRIED
Ray's Hamburgers ...2k
Cali Us

jority Leader Mike Mansfield,
D-Mont., calling for total U.S
withdrawal from Vietnam rine
months after the bill is enacted.
The amendment would not be
binding on the President.
Until the deadlock is resolved, the government can
draft only men deferred before
the basic draft authority expired June 30. And it must wait
until the deferments have expired.
Draft Director Curtis W. Tarr
has declined to use his authority to call men who have lost

their deferments, and Laird indicated that a decision to do so
probably would have to come
from the White House.
A White House spokesman
said drafting men whose deferments have expired would be
inherently unfair but might
have to be considered if a manpower shortage develops.
Aside from the induction authority, however, the draft law
remains in effect—a point Tarr
has urged draft boards to make
clear to draft age men.
Draft age men should be told,
he added In a letter Friday to
the nation's 4,200 local draft
boards that "there is a high

probability that the induction
authority for those who have
never had a deferment will be
reinstituted in the near future.."
Local boards, he said, should
tell men they may be unintentionally breaking the law by
failing to register at age 18.

GOLDEN BROWN

A Family Restaurant
PUBLIC SALE
Of Farm Equip., Antiques & Household Items
SATURDAY, JULY 31, 1971; 1000 A.M.
Selling at the Virgil McClanahan Farm.
Crutchfield, Ky. Take 51 N. out of Fulton to
94 Hwy. turn left, go to second blacktop on
'right go half mile then turn right again, second house on left. Watch for sale arrows.
— Selling To Settle The Estate —
John F, McClanahan, Administrator
Phone 472-1630
AUCTIONEERS
Col. Hubert Ainley
Col. Mack Curtsinger
901-822-3593 or 472-1371
472-2884
Dukedom. Tenn.
Fulton, Ky.
Licensed- Bonded In Ky., Tenn. No. 6

Sao Pubo and its southern
neighbor state Parana, in

Briril, grow 90 per cent of that
nation's coffee and Brazil Is the
SAN FRANCISCO — The San world's largest coffee supplier.
Andreas fault is a fracture along
which two parts of the earth's
crust have slipped with respect
to each other. It is the "master"
fault of an intricate network of
faults that cuts through rocks of
California's coastal region.
The San Andreas fault, WO or
more miles long, extends almost
WE MAKE KEYS
vertically into the earth to a
depth of at least 30 miles. It is
a complex sone of crushed and
Railroad Salvers
broken rock from a few hundred
Patton, Ay.
Lab. St.
feet to a mile wide.

CLIP THESE COUPONS

Porch &Deck
ENAMEL
$3.99 Gallon

..........
.v141111/40'

I OFPON 11.11S

Wednesday and Thursday, July 28, July 29

5- HAMBURGERS - - 99c
(With This Coupon)

Burger Bar West State Line at College
FULTON, KY.
(Regular price without coupon)

PUBLIC SALE

t, e' eioll-t84,00,41181V1/11810' tnillt14111181''8,14//1,

Beelerton Community

-••• •

SATURDAY, JULY 31, 1971 AT 2:00 P. M.
tit )..1111,,,,,,e

Mrs.Frankie Walker Home

11111111111 I IIITON

Wednesday and Thursday, July 28, July 29

Located 1 mile east of Beelerton, turn east off
Hwy. 307 on to Hwy. 1529 (Water Valley Rd
then proceed /
2 mile to Sale. Watch for the
1
Sale arrows.

99c.

4-CHEESEBURGERS
(With This Coupon)

All Cedar and Maple Furniture, Coppertone
Appliances. Cookware and Dishes. Complete
Beauty Salon (All Modern Equipment).

Burger Bar West State Line at College
FULTON, KY.
(Regular price without coupon)

ALSO THE FOLLOWING REAL ESTATE
(Being sold for a division)
Sale time at 4:30 p. m.

—
A
•

"'I'"‘
. .

Located on Ky. 307 highway near Beelerton,
Ky: 4 acres with 4-room house, bath, electric
heat, air conditioning, nice large garage and
shop building. Good water, new septic tank.
Col. C. W.BURROW,Broker, Fulton, Ky.

..•1•010.

-e- -41M1111.-

urger oar

..

Exchange Furniture Company
207 Commercial Ave.

472-1533

Ca. Mort Maley, Auctioneer
License No.6
DUKEDOM,TENN.8224593 — 472-1371

WEST STATE LINE AT COLLEGE

FULTON, RT.

shiners
haw buckles
and ties
make for new sports
FANFARES,.
PaIngisl No. henry notched...
ON. ay Nary dany loohav wpm
Moklad Joy me howl ob.CM dOny

dETURN FROM CONVENTION- These eight students in the
area and their advisors were among the some 1200 delegates
attending the national meeting of Future Homemakers of
America held recently at Kansas City in the Muehlebach
Hotel. Making the trip were, from left: Mrs. Carolyn
rovington advisor at Kenton High School; Cathy McKinney,

South Fulton High School; Creeda Faye Dodd, Kenton High;
Susie Cole, Union City High; Charlotte Corley, Kenton High;
Kathy Covington, Kenton High, Joy Harrell, Kenton High;
Beverly McCollum, Obion Central High, Debbie Smith, Obion
Central, and Katherine V. Jones, advisor at Obion Central,

Kentucky Has No Vaccine
Against New Horse Disease
FRANKFORT, Ky.
— used on an emergency basis proven, he said, although fawn
No vaccine is available in Ken- only where the disease has been able results have been reporte.
lucky against the "sleeping confirmed or in adjoining states, In other countries provided th$
sickness" that has killed horses be said,
vaccine by the U.S. Agriculturi
in Texas, and related vaccines And vaccines for western or Department to handle emergent
may be dangerous, state offt- eastern types of encephalomye- des, he said. Some horses at
lies should not be used now, have been made sick by the vaoi
dais have warned.
State Veterinarian L.G. North- Northington said, because they cine, he added.
:ington sounded the warning are not effective against the In order to obtain the VES
Thursday at a news conference VEE strain. Further, he said, vaccine, Northington said, vete.
with state Agriculture Commis- those vaccines would "block inarians and horse owners bo$
out" the VEE vaccine so it have to sign waivers absolving
stoner J. Robert Miller.
The vaccine now being used would not be effective either. the federal government of OS
to combat the disease, called That means horses so vacci- liability.
Venezuelan Equine Encephalo- nated could not be protected
Texas, the only state havirg
myelitis, or VEE, is only In the against VEE if the disease
confirmed cases of VEE so fai
experimental stage and is con- should break out in 1111111111191w
was placed under a federal
trolled tightly by the federal later
' quarantine July 13. The adjoin'
government, he said. It eas be The VEE vaccine has not beer
e states of Arkansas, Oki"
horns, New Mexico and Louis'',
Deficient
Plumbing
ana were placed under federal
quarantine July 19 as a buffet
In 1 Rural Home In 6
zone to control the spread of the
disease.
CHICAGO — One in six rura,
Kentucky placed an embargo
homes does not have comon horses coming from all five
:.:,piete plumbing — hot and cold
states this week. That embargo
-relining wafer, a flush toilet and
Is to remain in effect indefinite• a bathtub or shower. In 1970, as
ly.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
In 1900, about two-thirds of the
substandard rural housing was Revenue from Kentucky toll fa- "The people of Kestucxy can
occupied by families earning citifies Increased last month by rest assured that if there is a
152,879 over June, 1970, 'accord- case of VEE confirmed in Ken13,000 or less.
ins to state Highway Commis- tucky," Northington said, "we
will act immediately to acquire
sioner B. E. King.
sugply of vaccine aUltident to
King said Thursday that the
Pennyrile Partway led all oth- protect our hone industry."
ers in monthly gains with a 13.8 The last group of horses cornper cent increase. It was the ing to Kentucky from Texas arfirst time that the Kentucky rived July 11, remained here two
Turnpike has not led in that days and then left, he said. But
category.
those were drcus horses, . he
Close behind was the Purchase said, and therefore have not
Parkway with a 13.7 per cent fren mixing with other horses
rise, showing vigorous activity inpthers.
for the second straight month. • Even so, he noted, he had asRevenue from the Western timed veterinarians to be with
Kentucky Parkway and the time horses while they were
Mountain Parkway declined hate and had them sprayed
while the Blue Grass Parkway three times a day.
showed only a nominal increase. Elicephakenyelitis can be
The receipts from each toll fa- sad only if an infected horse
cility and the difference over Is gitten by a mosquito or other
June, WM: Shawneetown Bridge biting insect which then bites
$34,402, up $703; Kentucky Turn- another horse or 'thulium The
pike $821,579, up $10,281; Moun- Olean causes a adverb type flu
tain Parkway 1100,399, down In *mans but kills 85 to 80 per
$424; Western Kentucky Park- cesq 41 the horses infected
way $295122, down $441; Blue
Itigacubatior period is 24 to 72
Grass Parkway 1178,000, up $78; hourt.
Purchase Parkway $40,342, up
$4,848; Penn yrlie Parkway Building Firms Small
$153,558, up $18,572; Sebree
BONN—Of the 65,000
Bridge $2,808, down $1,855; Au- trades firms in West Germany,
dubon Parkway $21,139 (not 19,000 employ fewer than five
opened until last Dec,.. 11
workers.

Open till 8:00 p.m. Friday evenings

AttP ATTACKS RISING(Acb
COST OF LIVING 41trr
CHECK& COMPARE THESE LOW PRICES

\

WHOLE

FMB'S
.
d
yart,put

CUT-UP or SPLIT

Fryers

BACON

PLATTER SLICED

Boron
ENDS &PIECES

Baum
KAHN'S CHUNK

Braunschweiger
Cap'n. John's Fish Dinners
OCEAN PERCH..
HADDOCK...FLOUNDER...,
SHRIMPSEAFOOD
rouef

49C

FIRST
ori
sTuarops

EA,

69i

LB.

5 LB.PEG OR MORE

Grand Beef
HAGtih t*
1 RIVERS

I'& D Shrimp
ER-RIGHT SLICED
BOLOGNA-SALAMIPKILLE-DUTCH LOAF)
SPICED LUNCHEON

WNCHEON (

010 BEANS
GOLDEN CORN

OR

$
00
5
16 01
CANS

GOLDEN RIPE

YELLOW

TOOTHPASTE

2L55 29

Sq.0

'Or OFF DETERGENT

GREEN

Molasses-Base

Close-Up._ 30Z. TUBE 39t

Popp•rs

e.s.lO$

Bar-Fly/Hi-Boot Block

L

111166... 3 LB. 1 OZ. BOK U7ct
NORTON

ro Piss

5%)
4A100

GOLORN RISE FLAKY

Mu*,

ce
Cfil54

iANE PARKER

Effective Against:
• Horn Flies
• Face Flies
• Worms
•Foot Rot
• Lumpy Jaw

is oz.

ASP TOMATO

Specs
n

_

o/CANS .100

ASP SWEET

JANE PARKER SOUTHERNEA

694

Pecs' Pie
SULTANA

Mixed P•es5 cl ;::'$100 Soled Dress168.12394
SLICEDorWHOLK

ANN PAGE

AU leets.CA7/zsR1"/
It only takes
oz. Stockade Bar-Fly/Hi-Boot
Block per 100 lbs. body weight to prevent the
breeding of flies in the manure of treated animals.

Ap
REGULAR ROLLS

WITH THIS COUPON
Mod Ooly Al AS? Food Storm
Comma Good TKO Sat .114 31
Mo, Mee WHItoo,
LIMO / Coadon PS. Coasomor

Yom STOCKADE Headquarters

las

VIVA TOWELS
3 CT PEG 07
WITH THIS crolaor
Good (My Al A IL P Food Mom
Coo,. Good TIM Sm., Jody 31
Rad. Mao Mahout Coupon
LIM I Coupon Pet Cuomo*,

25e OFF LABEL
RINSO DETERGEM Ook
LS OZ SOX
.11
WITH THIS COUPON
Good Oaly AlAAF Food Mono
Coupon Good 'Ti,,., Sat. July 3
Roo PIM Wilhool
Coopoo
LIM I Coopem F Cliaomor
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BETTY CROCKER LAYER
:
IC CAKE MIXES 3180A
OZ. PROS.
WITH THIS COUPON
WI
Good 0017 Al AM Food Ili
teno
V
Comm Goed TRnalat.,1•17 31
Rao. Pylim Willow Comm
COON.
Pw OSISOmm
MS*

AP

111111111Wel
1
iNuiyi

AP

A?

ALLTURPOSE
LIQUID C

594

MR. CLEAN

n or. on.

WITH THIS COUPON
Goad Only At AM Mad Nan
00011 TM% Sot,
Ms. Mot tallow Cense
Inn I Conon Per Coilismar

hir

TIDE

FRYERS

DETERGENT

GIANT

WITH COUPON

BOX

WE ACCEPT U.S. Go1+,1'.
FOOD STAMPS

°
49

SHASTA

SACRAMENTO

DRINKS 28-oz. Bottles 4 For $1.00

TOMATOES

24-oz. Can

BEEF STEW

25c

Lb.Box

BUNNY

69c

$1.00

3Pkg.

SWEET ROLLS

PENIN6I

COFFEE

89c

1 Lb. Can

BACON Whole or Half Slabs Lb. 33c
SMOKED SLICED

$1.00

3 Lbs.

JOWLS

JUICE

4 - 4 1/4-oz. Cans _ $1.00

CAKE MIX

BOX

SACRAMENTO

FOOD
BREAD

Lb. 49c

NICE THICK

8-8-oz. Cans $1.00

PORK STEAK

Southern Belle
Shank
Portion
LB.

2
3 FOR $1 BACON

PAPER

JUMBO

ROLLS

63C

lb.

ICING BEE

U. S. PRIME SHOULDER

SYRUP Honey Flavor 44-oz. Jar 79c

STEAK

LAM

BILTMORE

MINUTE

PEANUT BUTTER 12-oz. Jar __ _ 39c

LUNCH MEAT

ASSORTED FLAVORS

29c

BISCUITS
42-oz. Can _ _

SHORTENING

4k

39c

6 4-ox.

TUNA

TISSUE PEACHES

4 39t

SOFTEX

OSAGE
FREE STONE

3

9

NO. 2 1/28
can

ROLLS

SACRAMENTO

CANNING SUPPLIES-FRUIT JARS
Case
$1.69
QUARTS
Case
$1.49
PINTS
Reg.Pkg.
21c
LIDS
33c
Wide Month
LIDS
Complete Selection of Spices

FRUIT COCKTAIL 4 - 303 Cans $1.00
PUREE

1/2 Gallon

BLEACH

39c

KRAFT MIRCLE

39c

REELFOOT

490

REYNOLDS (NEW)

5 Lb. Bag _

CHARCOAL
FRISKIRS

CAT FOOD

45c

10 bags 10x16 49c

BAG

BROW

REYNOLDS (NSW)

15-oz. Can 7For _ $1.00

BROW'N'BAG

Box

KOTEX

49c

8 bags 14x20 __ 79c

0111,111Pal IlafillaillPRPAP)1110111PIP/IVIPAIMPAIPAIIIMUOIVI

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
it
:Detergent
.a
U,

Lb $1.39

59c

DINNERS

MEXCIO

FRANKS

55c

12-oz. Pkg.

U.S. CHOICE
CHUCK
FIRST CUT
MORRELL

LB

5(k
49c

12-oz. Pkg.

FRANKS
LIBERTY PIMENTO

Lb 19c

BACON

ICE AITEIC

HENS
FRESH FROZEN
GRADE 'A'
5 to 7k

Lb. 99c

CHEESE

TURNER'S

33
BANANAS
CORN 5
MELONS

1/2 GALLON45

LB.

LB. AVG.

Golden Ripe
LB.

10o

HOME GROWN

Lb 19c

TOMATOES
FRESH

Lb. lk

PURPLE HULL PEAS

690

RED RIPE
MISSOURI
EACH
YELLOW

LOPES

25c

25F1.

FOIL

Lb. 39c

BOLOGNA
REELFOOT SKINLESS

STEAK

DIAMOND

REGULAR

OLD FASHIONED LARGE

CUTS

EARS

4 Lb.Ctn.

LARD

29t
a 49'

FRESH YELLOW

MARGARINE 6 Sticks

ROYAL OAK

CHICKASAW
SLICED R1NDLESS

BACK STRAP

STAR KIST

24-oz. Bottle

OIL

89c

Tall Can

LB.

53C

Lb. 79c

PATIO

PINK SALMON

CHEF WAY

FRESH
SHOULDER

F°R

Pillsburyi`
LILLY

79c

35c

12-oz Can

Lb. 25c

NECK BONES

PICNICS

T
3 2IN CHUCK ROAS

Ballard

SNOWDRIFT

Lb. 59c

HAMS
Butt
19
Portion

Lb. 29c

FAT BACK
FRESH

CHILI With Beans 3.15oz. Cans $1.00

KRAFT

Lb. 49c

PORK ROAST
FRESH SLICED

KLEENEX

2 Pkgs.

Lb. 49c

PORK SAUSAGE

390 HAMBURGER3
$11

JELLO

Lb. 79c

PORK CUTLETS
COUNTRY STYLE

BEEF LIVER

VELVEETA

23t

.71

Lb. 79c

KELLY'S

to

To

FRESFI

BOSTON BUTT

TOMATO SAUCE

4 3/4-oz.
JAR

LOAVES

lb.
_

9
ibl:•EoArTniore lb.5

BENTZ STRAINED BABY

15-oz

19-oz.

Duncan Hines

SD Mall

MISS
LIBERTY

39c

Quart Jar

69c

ARMOUR STAR
SLICED RINDLESS

FRESH SLICED

KRAFT ORANGE

SAUSAGE

4 For

$1.00

ONIONS

3 Lb.Bag

a
:

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

w
;

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

i
:

lt,
•

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

:Kellogg,

i 100-S & H GREEN STA/4PS-100 "` 100-5 8111 GREEN STAMPS- 100 :
18-oz.
: CORN FLAKES
49c:
With This Coupon and Purchase of 3 Lb. Can "....
:
.
.
&
COUPON WORTH 10c
IL
it
_ _ 89c

chase. Exc. Tobacco and Dairy Products.
:
(Veld After August 3, 1911)
NS
a

39c

4p.:
'VI 11111FAIIIVIKAIFfilFAIPAFOIV/FACIIPAPAPAPAO1110WIFJIPAIP .Ffil PO O.OultS110,40fil SA SS prim sm as as auessavmsoks an ousi./. aniumemoulamovomasumemitc404maxp

Ilt
6

Giant Pkg.
; TIDE
.
.
.With This Coupon and $7.50 additionAl P
a

39

59c PATTIES

24-oz. Bottle

OIL

$1.00

KELLYS VIENNA

14

LB

-GROUND Bali-

CRISCO

4 - 303 Cans

BEANS

$1.00

4 - 303 Cans

CORN

LUCKS-(Groat Northern or Pinto)

00

SLAB

ACON

4 Tall Cans _ _ _ _ MOO

MACKERAL

STOKLEYS WHOLE OR CREAM STYLE

FOLGERS

•ome

BROILERS

290

WHOLE
LB.

JACK

I" THINGS

sou

COUNTRY SKILLET'
GRADE A'

SPLIT

4 - 303 Cans ___ $1.00

LYKES

CRACKERS

11,

'
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alth WEEK COUPONS RECEIVED IN MAIL GOOD
THIS WEEK.We give Double S &H Green Stamps
Every Wednesday. We reserve the right to limit
STORE HOURS _
quantities.
OPEN ON SUNDAYS
-7

M 31

Fulton, Ky.

& of Beets.
•
at
•
11
'

10 LB. BAG RED POTATOES

it.
:

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

o

ai
.
a
e

37c i
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.
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a
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Breathitt Says Lack
Of Organized Voice
Hurts U.S. Farmer

ins the affected parts with baking soda solution, ammonia
water, or strong alcohol has
some value.
Ticks can transmit a number of diseases, one of the
more serious being Rocky
Mountain spotted fever. This
disease is transmitted by the
wood tick, frequently found in
wooded areas In Kentucky. The
wood tick may also transmit
Colorado tick fever and tularemia (rabbit fever) and may
cause tick paralysis. These
blood-sucking insects attach
themselves to humans as they
pass through areas thick with
vegetation. They must be removed with care since they
may be easily broken and the
head left imbedded in the skin,
where the wound may become
infected.
For bee and wasp stings as
well as other insect bites, the
immediate application of ice
or ice water gives relief and
slows absorption from the site.

AT
FLIPPER PEACH FARM!
— Now Picking —
RED HAVEN (Yellow Freestone) Real good
for Freezing, canning or pickling!
We have 350 trees ready for picking. BRING
YOUR OWN containers and pick them yourself for $3.00 per bushel.
(We will have peaches already picked for
$4.00 per bushel)
Located seven miles from Fulton on the Fulton-Union City highway. Turn right at sign
approximately one mile south of the Drive-In
Theatre.

FLIPPER'S PEACH FARM
TELEPHONE 885-2529

L.
families. Mr. and Mrs. Bonds in West Plains, Mo.; before her Paducah with the Rev. John
CLINTON, Ky.,
Weber, pastor of Broadway
due
present
be
to
unable
were
marriage.
A golden wedding anniversary
Methodist Church, officiating.
to illness.
celebration dinner for Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Honchell were Mr. Honchell attended Oneida She is the former Jessie HawMrs. B. F. Honchell of Kevil married July 16, 1921, at the College and Bowling Green thorne, daughter of the late Mr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Owens home of her parents, the late Business University and was an and Mrs. M. 0. Hawthorne of
Barlow. She and Mrs. Honchell
of Barlow was held recently at Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Hawthorne accountant for Island Creek
are sisters. Mrs. Owens attendBoswell's Restaurant in Padu- in Barlow, with the Rev. J. T. Coal Co. in West Virginia for 16
years before moving to Ballard ed Bowling Green Normal
Wade officiating.
cah.
School and taught school for
Hosts for the occasion were Mrs. Honchell was before her County where he Is a farmer.
several years before her marMr. and Mrs. Frank Honchell marriage the former Crystal They have three children who
riage.
of Kevil. Mr. and Mrs. Ramer Hawthorne. She attended West- with their families were hosts
Mr. Owens was county court
Jewell Jr. of Clinton, and Mr. ern Teachers College and Bowl- for the observance.
clerk of Ballard County in the
and Mrs. Howard T. Bonds Jr. ing Green Business University Mr. and Mrs. Owens were
1920's and served as deputy
of Clarksdale, Miss., and their and taught school for two years married December 28, 1921, In
clerk and later as clerk of the
Court of Appeals in Frankfort.
Job Applications
He has farmed in his later life.
Will Be Available
Both he and Mr. Honchell are
FULTON, Ky.— Applications World War I veterans.
for employment by the n e w
A total of 13 Western KenThe senator said he has been Hadley plant to be opened soon Latin America Gets
tucky counties are among 113 assured the direct loan pro- In Fulton will be available at
Bulk Of Investments
counties in the state which gram will be resumed by Au- the Chamber of Commerce ofgust if it is approved by Con- fice Thursday afternoon, July
would benefit from proposed
WASHINGTON—Latin Amerigress. The program, which pro- 29, at the Chamber of Comca has accounted for 40 per cent
legislation on GI loans, accord- vides for home financing in merce office.
of the International Finance
ing to Sen. Marlow Cook.
credit short area, was disconThe company, manufacturers
business. In its 15
Sen. Cook said the Senate's tinued last March.
of adhesives for commercial Corporation's
Committee on Veterans' Affairs
The area counties which would use, will hire local employes, years' existence the IFC has inIn 71
has approved the proposed benefit from the resumption of bringing only a few supervisory vested $194.7 in
legislation which, if approved the program are Ballard, Cald- personnel from its home office projects in 13 Latin-American
countries.
by the U.S. Congress, would well, Calloway, Crittenden, Ful- In St. Louis.
give VA greater discretion in ton, Graves, Hickman, LivingU.
raising additional capital for a ston, Lyon, Marshall, Trigg, and
Olivet loan fund through sales to McCracken (except for the city
of Paducah)
connnercial investors.

— New Banking Hours —
8:30 A. M.— 2:30 P. M. Daily
Effective August 1, 1971
CLOSED ALL DAY EVERY WEDNESDAY
vet

sirt

FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!

Fresh Cal -Fish
Hush Putilthoe, Slew
Tarter Sancti
French Fries

Mr
Aber
Drive
nouni
daugl
oath,
Winn
Mrs
Kent
Mi
Iron
Scho

't

13 Area Counties Would
Benefit From GI Plan

•

COME, JOIN THE CROWDS
AT THE

Crusade for Christ
AUGUST 1 - 8
Obion Co. Fairgrounds Stadium
In Union City, Tennessee

5 to
$1.12
5 nu
2p.
lkir
Children 75c

DERli

RESTAURANT
K,
tisige.44.

Cl
tub!

y
EAmb
GOODrr

SERVICE
STORES

H
by I
men

CUT

G
LAS
GT
POLY
I
Goodyear's widest street tire

2

I INCHES OF
TREAD WIDTH
PUTS MOHt
RUBBER
ON THE
ROAD

yeti

05

4 S 8 7

I

WS white IOW
tubeless plus
use Fed. as. Tait
and old tire

'11 1111111i

G

T TIRE Is either standard
or optional equipment on the
Following 1970 supercars:
111•thise
Saki GS Sirhrli
Dods@ Chatiripts
sew
Dada Maras
OA mi. me NV
a 42. Ha)
Dals• Comma

Dv* Orr.gns,
M. we. al iltssii
Ittotivo PT
Chstrsirt 0011.1.
00146 0.•
421•611
2141.612 Sew am

ws Iism

"SNAP

FINDEND
AUGNMENT
195

tilreeelt 012
Strome Native
Pa•sup
Plamileak beiamida
IS0
Ittasettli Isnestals
ISO sa se
Slasetth .211
2120.0161

PROFESSIONAL

IIIIE AND
OIL CHANGE
'555

TUNE-UP
SI) 6 cyl U S auto -add $4 10,1 cyl

Includes all labor and
these parts:• New
spark plugs.condenser, points

AND

Add $1 if premium oll used
V-

'

Get PROFESSIONAL HIGH PERFORMANCE SERVICE at your GOODYEAR

SERVICE STORE

Bo Baker
FULTON

Dick Baker

mem

some

Sc

A

4..po
od

CIPM

SI
Priv

BI
an
ire yi
Ave
Or

PROFESSIONAL

Any U S. car plus parts if needed —
Add $2 tor alr•cond. cars.

gifted composer, Vocalist, and pianist, is
recognized as one of the outstanding gospel singers of our day. He has served as a
member of a Billy Graham Team. He has
directed music for great" conferences.
Dicks "Longing for Jesus" has been translated into many languages. His newest
release is entitled "Just For You."

Apr
the

THE POLYGLAS

Hear Great Preaching
And Heartfelt Singing

Juke a rich background of pastoral experience. He has received invitations and
-spoken at conventions, colleges, etc across America, conducted evangelistic
-meetings in a number of foreign countries.
:He was Interim Pastor for past President
..of the S. B. C., W.A. Criswell.
-- These many invitations have come be-caunse of a strong presentation of Christ'Centered messages and faithful adherince to the Bible as a final word of
authority.

al
Judi
virO
mar
heal

Limited sizes available at slightly higher
prices and should be used only on cars specified by car manufacturer.

SERVICES: 8:00 P.M. NIGHTLY

Billy Graham says of this team:"Bound Dick Baker. both of whom I regard as close friends, are a
great credit to the field of evangelism. Both are talented, sincere men of God. Their work is church
centered, which Is where It should be: and all honor goes to the Lord. My confident Prayer is that
God will continue to wonderfully bless the efforts of these dedicated brothers."

Ai
Er

DUKEDOM BANK

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Owens

Two Couples Celebrate Golden Anniversary

PICKINI TIME

There Are More
Jobs In State
Now Than Ever

— ForWASHINGTON
mer Kentucky Gov. Edward T.
NASHVILLE, Tenn:,
sub- The State EmploymenrSecuaty
Senate
the
Breathitt told
committee on migratory labor Office reports that more TenThursday that problems affect- nesseans are working now and
ever
ing the nation's farmers have making more money than
received little attention because before.
Commissioner Ernest Griggs
there is no "organized voice" said Friday that nonfarm emto rally public support behind ployment rose to 1,364,600 in
them.
June—an increase of d12,500 jobs
Breathitt contrasted the lack in the past year.
of a strong lobbying group to
At the same time, Griggs said
represent rural interests with production workers averaged
such organizations as the Urban $118.73 per week during the
League and the Conference of month, compared with a weekly
Mayors, which speak out on be- average of $116,35 in May lind
half of problems that affect city $108.81 a year ago. The average
hourly wage for production
dwellers.
workers was $2.91, up 3 cents
from May and 21 cents above a
Fishing Boats Added year ago.
TAIPEI — Formosa's Fishery
employment
Manufacturing
Bureau will build 102 ocean-go- climbed by 3,100 during the
ing fishing boats before the end month "with notable gains re
of this year at a cost of $19 mil- ported in non-durable goods,"
said Griggs.
I on.

Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Honchell

PEACH
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Open Daily 7:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.
Tires and batteries priced competitively at the following Dealers:
CHARLES R. BENNETT GOODYEAR
4th & Depot Fulton, Ky.

CLINTON AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
Clinton, Kentucky

1022
898-

.th

,Sumtner hikes, picnics and
camping trips often brinffthe
outdoors enthusiast into ontict with an endless variety
of crawling, flying, hopping
pests, according to Pat Rickard,
Fulton County sanitarian. Since
their bites often spoil an otherWise pleasant occasion, a few
pointers on prevention and first
atcl can literally save the day.
Chiggers are most common
in the South, especially in regions of lush vegetation and
moisture. Wearing high shoes
or boots Is of some protective
value, as is sprinkling sulfur
on the clothes before expected
exposure. Since chiggers usually do not attach themselves
for an hour or more after they
reach the body, bathing promptly after exposure, using a brush
and soapy water, may eliminate
them. Alcohol applied to the
Skin after bathing also increases protection. If a bite is
inflicted, application of ice
water gives some relief. Bath-

Thursday, July 29, 1971

Fulton, Ky.

:That Summer Outing Can Be
Unhappy With Summers Pests

Fulton, Ky.

Ige 4
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Abernathy-Williams
Engagement Announced

ctulty
Ten✓ and
I ever

;rigga
cm100 in
n jobs

▪ said
raged
the
fettklY
lind
erage
tc tion
cents
owe a

SAVE NOM
SAVE MGM

merit

the
is re-

1

GE
12.6 CO.FT.
NO-FROST
FREEZER

G.E.Porta Color
TELEVISION

ON END OF SEASON MERCHANDISE

•Upright convenience, holds
up to 441 lb.. easily 0 Handy
door shelves add to the many
convenience features, put the
smaller items within easy

reach • No defrosting ever
seeded with this model•
Also available in 15.7 and 17.8
Cu. ft. capacity at comparable
low prices•Optional automatic icamakar available

MUM SUE ANN ABERNATHY
Mr. and Mrs William Calhoun is now a student in liberal arts at
Abernathy of 506 Waterfield the University of Tennessee at
Drive, Clinton, Ky., are an- Martin. She is a member of
nouncing the engagement of their Omega Theta Chapter of Sigma
daughter, Miss Sue Ann Aber- Tau Delta, professional English
nathy, to Steven Morgan fraternity.
A graduate of Peabody High
Williams,son of the Rev. Mr. and
Mrs Luther Roy Williams of School in Trenton, Mr. Williams
will receive his B.S. degree in
Kenton.
Miss Abernathy was graduated August from UT at Martin, where
from Shawnee Mission High he is majoring in English and
School,Prairie Village, Kan ,and minoring in sociology.

289

W1/2340W0

Our low, low price
•101 se in of picture.
H•ncisome sm.:4min
finish.
•/1.15..color picture end
sound allinost Inelanily

259

•"Allioni•tic coloa-leter
color

Increased Health
Tax Approved
CLINTON, Ky. — Approval of tax levy now in force to .04 in
LAI ItlitIllgintilintnial JI0gnbearnbUlancelacecauntf-The *Masa&
- Coil* has been given .02 levy had to have approval
Hickman
by the Kentucky State Depart- from the state board of health
.ment of Health but only for the before it could be used for the
current fiscal year, according to ambulance service.
a letter received by County
The county was faced with seJudge Willis Jackson who, by curing a source of revenue to
chairvirtue of his office, also is
finance emergency ambulance
man of the county board of service after announcement was
health.
made in mid-February by the
The health board voted in firm of Hopkins and Brown in
April to raise the health tax in Clinton that it would discontinue
the county from the .02 Der $100 private ambulance service May
1. The firm granted two 30-day
1111•11111•1110,
extensions before it actually
discontinued service June 30.
While faced with a longtime
solution to the problem of ambulance service, officials are
So MUCH.. .
proceeding with plans to prosoon as posIor so LITTLE... vide the service as are
now besible. Applications
*mom**
ing taken at Clinton City Hall
for personnel to operate the
Only 51 pttr word
ambulances.
to reach
"It may be the middle of August or September 1 before the
6,500 Homes 1
machinery can be set in motion," County Judge Willis Jack*bet Wheelchairs. crutches
son stated. "The next step will
and ether convalescent aids at
be training of the personnel who
CITY SUPER DRUG 408
are required by Kentucky law
It.
Fulton, ICF
to possess currently valid
American Red Cross eta
SLEEPING ROOMS for rent. and advan
Private bath. Call 472-2836,
'tion," he
The county's application for a
Earn
BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
federal grant under the Federal
an income of your own, right Highway Safety Act was apin your own community. Be an proved June 30. Under the act,
Avon Representative. Cal now the federal government provides
or write: Margaret Taylor, Box
matching funds for counties to
1022,'Paducah, Ky. 42001. Phone purchase fully equipped am208-2700.
bulances and 100 per cent of the
cost of training personnel to opFOR SALE 1971 Singer Zig- erate them.
Zeit. used only 3 arcintin. Like
Hickman County has been apnew. Buttonholes, sewe on but- proved for $13,400 in federal
tons, and fancy designs. $29.50
half the cost of two amcash or terms. Write C. S. funds,
bulances a n d communication
Pruitt, Box 155, Fulton.
equipment. The grant will become effective when Hickman
County is able to match the
$13,400 required to purchase the
vehicles.
Thwl
Square
WM
The increased health tax levy
would produce nearly $10,000
for the current fiscal year.

lIlne

415 automatic self-cleaning
,
*1

•iti• Diagonal Measure Picture•Insta-Color•
VHF "Pre-set" Fine Tuning Control•Wood grain
Polystyrene Cabinet • Dipole Antenna • Front
Controls and Sound

CLASSIFIED

WANTED!
ems
1
, TRUED
1 TIRES

FORSYTIIE
Cabinet Shop

h
WIEIBELO ALIGNED( g
Wheels Balanced

C

City Tire Co.
1411 W. Mete lane

111. Fallen •I% 47,4N41

4

WM216HEB

GE LIGHTWEIGHT
PORTA-COLOR® TV

ur diagonal screen.Roy to
carry, only 24 lb.. Vali
"Pre-Set"fins taping.

WAYS TO
PAY AT
GOODYEAR

3

nwn
p
EZGEZ
EIGRATOIM

DALLGIAR
TV
alma/rased es the 5rre47eer
Customer Credit Flan. If you

for Maio. kepi,

don? miss a monthly pap.
relent and pay Oh your SC Count roithm 90 days you can
deduct the financing charge

•Presser Wilds up
to 234 pounds
•Big ice
storage bin
•7-day meat
keeper
•Rolls out on
wheels for
easy cleaning

GE Side-by-Side
Refrigerator-Freezer

Tri•ltDE

$469'

it's happening NOW
at your nearby

GOODYEAR
SERVICE STORE

4

Complete Kitchen §
remodeling service
308 Broadway;
Martin, Tam

Is
Across front
Martin Caret* Center
Deg $17-4151 Hite 5574077
16.
grellrearedirArrn

.oven system...Electrically
cleans oven, oven shelves.
Inner door, and surface unit
reflector pans.
•Automatic oven timer...
clock and minute timer.
•Deluxe styling..,floodlighted
oven, convenience outlet.
no-drip cooktop edge.

GOODAEARNSTET

•23.3 ca.ft.
•Ice bin stores IA
pounds ice
•Freezer holds up to nil
pounds
•Completely frost-free In
both sections

719

TF1,24RE

Thursday,July 29, 1971

Fulton, Ky.
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MAXI•SAVINGS
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FRESH TENDER

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

FRYERS
294

WHOLE

Stamps_

LB.

PI"

NICE LEAN TENDER

REELLFOOT

Lb. 33c

LEGS

Lb. 69c

Lb. 33c

BACKS

Lb. 15c

FRYER.QUARTERS

Lb. 33c

NECKS

Lb. 10c

CENTER SLICES

LEGS & THIGHS
BREAST

Lb. 39c
Lb. 59c

WINGS

Lb. 23c

TENDERATED RAM

GIZZARDS

THIGHS

Lb. 49c

ROASTING CHICKENS

Lb. 99c
Lb. 19c

NECK BONES
REELFOOT SLAB

END & PIECES
3 '3c)c 590

SLICED BACON
NO
RIND

90

LB.

PLUS WE ACCEPT U. S.
GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
LAM

M

LIPTON

3 Lb. JAR $1.27

PEANUT BUMS

TONY

RICHTEX

3 Lb. Can _ _ _ _ 69c

SHORTENING

HEINZ BARBECUE

SAUCE
394

16 oz.
BOTTLE

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

2 -oz. Jar

INSTANT TEA

TOMATO JUICE 46-oz. an _

_ 39c

DOG-FOOD 303 Size 2 For

SOUR PICKLES

22-oz.

39c

PEGS
Plus
Quality
Stamps

300 SIZE

59c

3k

P911. 1O CI.
TUNA

FOR

41c

63/4-oz.

DOG FOOD Beef or Chicken

anps

3k

_ 2'c

16-oz.

$

0RSIZE
F03
3

I

MACKERAL

303 Size 4 Cans $1.00

1Ze

3 Cam

TOMATO CATSUP 2647..-

4k

MARBEL STICK

OLEO

LBS.

KRA

85c

TIDE

STOKELY'S

STOKELY'S

t

ORANGE GATORADE W.Bottle 41c

303 Size 7 Cans $1.00

1_....
.
VALUABLE CqUP01

, FRESH CRISP

HOME GROWN FIELD

POTATOES
10

CORN

1J13
BAG

6

LETTUCE

EARS

Lb. 59c

TIER BEANS
THIS AD G

Valuable Heins Great American Soup Offer
WITH THIS COUPON

GREAT AMERICAN SOUPS

5 For $1.00

The Purchase Prim of Any Fire Cans
— At E. W. James fir Sons —
Offer Expires August 4th 1971

E.

HEAD

Lb. 79c '' MASH
HURS

29'

OFF
with this cows So

YELLOW

FRESH SHELLED

FRESH

20c OFF

CUCUMBER

GIANT SIZ

U.S. NO.! RED

SHELLED PEAS

4

PEARS
HUNT'S

CHERRIES
4

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

SWEEPSTAKES

VAN CAMP

22 oz.

23

BAKED BEANS 303 Size

HART'S RED SOUR PITTED

KAL-KAN

ARCTIC

MIXED PICKLES
49
HART'S

STOKELY'S

SWEET PICKLES 22-oz. Jar

INSTANT COFFEE 10-oz. Jar __ 99c
STOKELY'S SWEET

BUSHES

SAUCE
4

NABISCOCOOKIES

59c

Plus
Quality
Stamps

10c

$2.49

25 Lb.Bag

LAM

DILL PICKLES
1,21
3si

4
5
2
PEPPER

MIXES ASST.

DOG FOOD

STOKELY'S

COCA COLA"
PEPSI COLA32_ oz.
'
"
28
DR.

EAGLE RIVER CRANBERRY

CHOC. FUDGE 15 oz.
FIG NEWTON 16 oz.
VANILLA CREAM 15 oz.
WAFFLE CREAM 10 oz.

29c

1 Lb.Box

SIP SACK

23c

STOKELY'S

STOKELY'S

I

SIX PACK

—

PT-0-MT

STOKELY'S

PLUS WE ACCEPT U. S.
GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS

SALTINES

9k

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesday

LB.
BAG

AND ADDIT. $5.00 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING MILK AND TOBACCO
PRODUCTS. LIMIT ONE COUPON
PER FAMILY.

BOLOGNA
RAG49

WHOLE OR
HALF STICK
LB.

PLUS
QUAIIITY
STAMPS

GODCHAUX PURE CANE

SUGAR

Lb. 6k

SLICED BACON

-

WITH THIS COUPON

Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesday

Lb 69c

RIBS
REELFOOT

FRESH PORK

Plus
Quality
Stamps

Lb 7k

PORK CUTLETS
COUNTRY STYLE PORK

REELFOOT BACON

KREY W.A. BONELESS T.V.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

55c

12-oz. Pk ,.

FRANKS

Lb. 49c
Lb. 33c

59t 2LBs $1.17

LB.

Stamps

FRYERS CUT-UP
FRYER - HALVES

SMOKED HAM
sogt

PORK SAUSAGE

Plus

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB.

CRADDOCK

PORK STEAK
59c

BOffollEANgirTTS
494

Plus

WHOLE
OR
LB.
HALF

640

Home Grown

Lb. 1k

yaw perdue el

rer,
UNTY

35c

S.W. JAMES & SONS
SO FULTON, TENN.
OFFER EXPIRES!
AUG.4TH.1771

VALTu
° LE COUPONrLrLI

IA 29th THRU WEDNESDAY AUGUST 4th,1971

MES

SONS

. NGS"
"MAXI-SAVI

5UPERMARRET
WE E E YE THE RIGHT TO UNIT QUA T 1 S

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY

I)

V

SCK

USAGE
S1.17

Advertisement Supplement to The Fulton County News, Thursday, July 9, 1971

LBS

Lb. 79c
Lb. 69c
Lb. 69c

IOGNA
9t

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Ifl SCHOOLTIME
SALET MEI
P. N.HIRSCH a CO.®

ity Stamps

esday
CEPT U.S.
OD STAMPS
$2.49

.Bag

BOYS' BLUE DENIM

FABULOUS VALUE!

WESTERN
JEANS

LADIES'
HANDBAGS

100% SANFORIZED COTTON
4-0z.
/
Our Reg. $1.99 Blue Denim 133
jeans. Sanforized. Shrinkage less than
1%. Durable. Proportioned fit.
REGULAR
6-16
SLIM
6-12

10-oz. Jar __ 99c
'S SWEET

CRIES

NEWEST FALL FASHIONS
Perfect accessories for your fall wardrobe. Many styles and colors. Bright
trims.
SMART SHADES OF
RED, BROWN, BLACK
SALE PRICED
FOR THIS
BIG
EVENT!

REG.
$1.99
NIMMI

ENTIRE STOCK REG. $3.00

2647.-

49c

SCHOOL
SHOES
BOYS' AND GIRLS' STYLES
Huge selection of rugged shoes for
school, now sale priced. Durable
uppers. Rubber soles.

WALNUT PERVANEER FINISH
Handsomely styled bookcase with sliding glass doors. Durable walnut Pervaneer finish.
DECORATIVE STORAGE
FOR ANY ROOM

20% OFF
FOR THIS
SALE
EVENT!

E W.Bottle 41c
E COUPON

WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE!
PLUS
MANY BIG
E.W. JAMES & SONS
SO FULTON, TENN.
OFFER EXPIRESI
AUG.4TH.1911

COUPON

LE
STAMPS
SDAY

WHITE.
SALE
VALUES

IT'S TIME
SAVE
TO
NOW THRU
SATURDAY

AUG. 7

ITS SCHOOLTIME

GIRLS HIGH BULK ORLON

KNEE SOCKS

SIMEON

POPULAR CABLE KNIT PATTERN
Huge selection of colors in
first quality Orlon socks.
Sizes 6,-71/2, 8-91
/
2,10-11

P.H. HIRSCH a CO.®

REG. 79c PR.

PRS.

NEWEST STYLES

SKIRT-VEST SETS

ELASTIC LEGS

GAY BONDED ACRYLIC PLAIDS

Soft spun 100% cotton interlock panties in white and rosebud print. Elastic legs, waist.
Now savings priced!

THREE NEW-LOOK STYLES
Sleeveless vest with matching skirt . . . smartly styled and handsomely tailored in three great fashions for school and all Fall occasions. Assorted plaids in bright, "with-it" colors. At a very low
Sale Price!

GIRLS'
SIZES
4-14

$14

PERMANENT PRESS
75% COTTON-25% POLYESTER
ROLL-UP OR LONG SLEEVES
Favorite sleeve lengths, newest collar styles, smart prints, stripes, and
solid colors make these shirts a
Back-to-School fashion must.

Form-contoured with Jersey
back. Two-section all cotton
cups. Pre-stitched undercups.
Elastic insets.

low

Pe EL HIRSCH & CO.®

SAVE
ON THIS
BIG BUY!

CHILDREN'S 1000/ COTTON

:RN

ENTIRE STOCK REG. $2.00

TENNIS SHOES

WHITE WITH STRIPED TOPS

79

TRUE TENNIS CONSTRUCTION

C SAVE 20%
On Our Reg.
3 Prs. $1.00

;ETS
yled and handnd all Fall occaAt a very low

SAVE
ON THIS
BIG BUY!

SIZES 54/
12

• Rubber Soles
• Cushion Arch
• WASHABLE UPPERS
CHILDREN'S, MISSES', WOMEN'S SIZES

SMART FASHION

PERMANENT PRESS

CORDUROY COATS

GIRLS' DRESSES

3-WAY COAT WITH JACKET LINER
PILE LINED COAT WITH HOOD

Two fashion sensations! Fake fur trimmed corduroy 3-Way Coat
. . . acts as a coat, a jacket, or a coat with a jacket liner. And
our piled lined "No-Wale" corduroy coat with hood, leatherlook yoke and trim. Both in fine Fall colors.

YOU SAVE ON
GIRLS' SIZES
4-6X — 7-14

WITH BRAND NEW "SMARTY" PANTS
PRINTS • SOLIDS • STRIPES

Fabulous selection of fabulous styles. No-Iron fabrics are
cleverly
fashioned with short or puffed sleeves . . . split skirts
allow the
"Smarty" pants underneath to be seen. Choose from many pretty prints, stripes and solid colors.

SAVE NOW ON
GIRLS' SIZES
4-6X • 7-14

P.N. HIRSCH & CO.®

NEW STYLES IN SUEDINE

CASUAL NOES
WOMEN'S SIZES 5-10
• New Fall Treatments
• Browns and Blacks
• Ideal Fall Casuals

OUR REG. $2.19

COTTON

VA(
JE

100% COTTON IN ASSORTED PATTERNS
EXCITING NEW FASHION

TWO POCKE

Here's your chanct
the fashion pace.
Styled with four pe

Girls on the go will go for these newest-fashion flares.
Carefully styled with button front and two big front
patch pockets. Now saving priced!
TWO PATCH POCKETS
•
SMART FALL COLORS
•
GIRLS SIZES
7-14

STRAIGHT OR BELTED STYLES IN FINGER-TIP LENGTH
Fall calls for Car Coats ... and here they are at a low, low price.
Made of 100% cotton corduroy in single or double breasted styles
with warm quilt lining. Three fall colors.
CAPTAINS' COATS
EDWARDIAN STYLES
ALL QUILT LINED
•
BROWN — GOLD — BEIGE
LADIES' SIZES
10-18 and 38-44

BACK-TO-SCHOOL FASHION HIT
NOW SAVINGS PRICED!
YOU
ALWAYS
SAVE!

P.N.IHIRSCH & CO.®

RIB AND Pi
Fabulous ... the o
knit flares styled w
wash and dry. NoSOLID COLORS
NAVY
BROWN
RUST
GREEN
BURGUNDY
LADIES' SIZES
8-18

FABUL

SAVE ON FALL'S FASHION FAVORITE!

LADIES' NO-IRON SHIRTS
ROLL-UP SLEEVES — NEW COLLAR STYLES
No need to ever iron these beauties ... they're Permanent Press. Styled with smart new collars, roll-up
sleeves in prints, stripes, solid colors.
SIZES 32-38

COTTON CORDUROY

VAQUERO
JEANS
TWO POCKETS — FLARE LEGS
Here's your chance to save on flares that set
the fashion pace. 100% cotton corduroy.
Styled with four patch pockets.
MANY FASHION
COLORS
•
LADIES SIZES
6-16
•
COMPARE AT
$7•00

POLYESTER KNIT

RARE LEG
PANTS
RIB AND POPCORN STITCH
Fabulous ... the only word for these double
knit flares styled with stretch waist. Machine
wash and dry. No-Iron.
SOLID COLORS
NAVY
BROWN
RUST
GREEN
BURGUNDY
•

LADIES' SIZES
8-18

FABULOUS NEW
STYLES

HIRSCH & CO.®

EVERYTHING WHITE, BRIGHT, PRETTY AND'PRI

100% POLYESTER

AUGUST 1.1-11TE
100% COTTON TERRY

DOUBLE
KNITS

SH
E
AND PILLI

BATH
TOWELS

ALL FIRST QUALITY
CUT FROM BOLTS
NEW FALL COLORS
WASHABLE
PERMANENT PRESS
COMPARE AT $5.00 YD

SLIGHT IRREGULARS
PRINTS —JACQUARDS
SOLID COLORS

SURE FIT

JUMBO SIZE

UPHOLSTERY

IF PERFECT $2.50

BONNIE®

PERMANEN
50% COTTON —
72x104 FLAT 0
Needs no ironing. M
wash, tumble dry. Stays
smoother, wrinkle free.
8Ix104 FLAT or FULL Fr
42x36 CASES, Pair

44 THROWS
YARD

PLASTIC

MATTRESS
COVERS

FOAM BACKED
WASHABLE
NO IRONING EVER
Laminated foam-backed fabrics in rich colors. Won't slip
or slide. Seamless.

FULL AND TWIN SIZES
WILL NOT
DRY, CRACKLE, PEEL
•
WASHABLE
•
RESISTS GERMS
•
SOFT AS FINEST FABRICS

6

REG.
$1.00

REG. $3-72"x60" SIZE

WOVEN REVERSIBLE

UTILITY
RUGS

WASHABLE — FRINGED

FOR
$5
SAVE ON LARGER SIZES
72 x 90-IN.—REG. $5-4.44
72x120-1N.—REG. $7-5.88
72x140-IN.—REG. $8-6.88

MULTICOLOR
HMS
•
LARGE
24X36-IN.
SIZE

ARRID EXTRA DRY

LARGE FAMILY SIZE

ANTI-PERSPIRANT SPRAY

59c

63/4-OZ.
$1.09
SIZE

6-0Z.
$1.29
SIZE

REGULAR OR SUPER HOLD

LARGE SIZE
12-0Z.
$1.29
SIZE

BRECK SHAMPOO

COLGATE INSTANT SHAVE

FOR DRY, OILY, NORMAL HAIR

REGULAR OR .LIME

aC
5

79c
SIZE

38c

81 x9
Stock up.
ly woven
durable. I
72x108 FLAT or TWIN F
8Ix108 FLAT or FULL
42x36 CASES. Pair .

155

Fr

297
42x36
PILLOW CASES
PAIR

PERMAN.EN

LADY MARGARI

50% COTTON — 5
72x104 FLAT or TWIN F
8Ix104 FLAT or FULL F
42x36 CASES, Pair

••

SCOPE MOUTHWASH

7-0Z.
$1.15
SIZE

100% CI

YOUR CHOICE. 3.

63c
63c

72x104 FLAT
OR
TWIN FITTED

236

REG.
$1.30

STYLE HAIR SPRAY
13-0Z.
99c
SIZE

PERMANENT PRESS

8Ix104 FLAT
OR
TWIN FITTED

lic

COLGATE TOOMPASTE

BEAUTIFUL BONNIE® COLORS

SINGLE UNIT

MUNSEY CORN

HOT PLATE

POPPER

TUBULAR ELEMENT
600 WATT
ON-OFF SWITCH

NOW
SALE
PRICED'

WITH CORD
3-QT. CAPACITY
GLASS COVER
NON-SKID
TABLE
LEGS

ALL
QU
MAI
CC

$3.99

WILSCH

AND PRACTICAL DURING HIRSCH'S BIG

E SALETIME!
SHEETS
AND PILLOWCASES
BONNIE MUSLIN
no ironing. Machine
wash, tumble dry. Stays softer,
moother, wrinkle free.
1x104 FLAT or FULL FIT
2x36 CASES, Pair

BONNIE" QUILTED

BED
PILLOWS

MATTRESS
PADS

DACROW POLYESTER
OR FOAM RUBBER

FITTED CAMBRIC COVER
POLYESTER FIBER FILL
HOUR GLASS STITCHED
MACHINE WASH — DRY

ODORLESS

PERMANENT PRESS
50% COTTON — 50% POLYESTER
72x104 FLAT OR TWIN FIT
Needs

NON-ALLERGIC

14
2.76
1.38

PLUMP
AND
BOUYANT

TWIN OR F

REG. 83.50

8Ix99 FLAT FULL
Stock up and save on fine closely woven white sheets. Extra
durable. Fully guaranteed.
2x108 FLAT or TWIN FIT
1.64
I x108 FLAT or FULL FIT
1.78
2x36 CASES. Pair
.87

PATCHWORK
QUILTS

LADY MARGARET PERCALE
50% COTTON — 50% POLYESTER
2x104 FLAT or TWIN FIT
2.39
lx104 FLAT or FULL FIT
3.32
2x36 CASES, Pair
1.71

E•..3.99
ORN

FOUR CUP

ER

HOT POT

RD
ACITY
VER

WITH CORD
ALUMINUM FINISH
QUICK HEATING
MAKE TEA.
COFFEE,
SOUP

$3.99

488

66 SPREADS
FULL SIZE

PERMANENT PRESS

TWIN
SIZE
REG. $4.25

BED

100% COTTON

SS

388

L SIZE

SLIGHT IRREGULARS
MANY
PATTERNS
AND COLORS
•
BOUND OR
RUFFLED
EDGES

$7.00 W PERFECT

488

FULL
SIZE
REG. $5.25

SLIGHT IRREGULARS
COLORFUL PLAIDS
NO PRESSING EVER

STAMPED

PILLOW
CASES

- Big values in slightly irregular,
washable spreads in gay plaids.
Never need ironing.
TO $5.98 IF PERFECT

HEMSTITCHED
TYPE 128
BLEACHED
TUBING
READY
TO
EMBROIDER

288
GREAT VALUE FOR
EVERY STUDENT
ON HIS WAY
BACK TO SCHOOL

REGULAR
$439 PAIR
•
PAIR
NOW ONLY

ELMER'S GLUE

ENVELOPES

/
4-0Z. SIZE
11
29c VALUE

TABLETS

100 TO BOX
MOST WANTED SIZE

3 DIFFERENT SIZES
VALUES TO 29c

19C

29c

CELLOPHANE TAPE

NOTE-BOOK PAPER,

/
1
2"x800" ROLL
FOR MENDING — WRAPPING

2O25c
PENCILS
WITH ERASERS
30 TO PACKAGE

664

12c
FIVE-HOLE PUNCH
81
/
2x11-INCH SIZE

300
SHEETS

39c

PENS
QUALITY BALL POINTS
8 TO PACKAGE

49c

CRAYONS
......;,;

NON-TOXIC
64 COLORS

39C

• • taL • taut:Ls:4.14:A.

ktSt"

"..""e* NA.01~"
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ItS SCHOOLTIME
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HIGH OR LOW
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SALETIME

GYM SHOES
sa

MEN'S AND BOYS
• Black or White Uppers
• Baskeifiall Consksictioo4,:4
• Shock-proof Arj

P.N. HIRSCH & CO.®

WASHABLE

111

PERMANENT PRESS

WESTERN JEANS
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MADE FOR ROUGH WEAR
BOYS' PROPORTIONED SIZES
NEVER EVER NEED IRONING
Boys' favorite rough and tumble pants . . . strong and durable for
hardest wear. I 11
/
4-0z. Permanent Press blue denim of 50°/0 polyester-50% cotton. In proportioned sizes.
REGULAR 8-18
SLIM 6-14
HUSKY 8-16
SAVINGS PRICED!

NIND

.SHIRTS
BOYS' S-M-L

366
BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL PLAIDS
Ideal medium weight jacket for boys . . . the unlined
C.P.O. Superbly tailored from warm wool blend fabric.
Two patch pockets. Button cuffs. Beautiful plaids in the
best new colors for fall.

çS
YOU
ALWAYS
SAVE!

MEN'S SIZES
29-38 WAIST
NO-IRON
All men prefer these jeans for
work and play. Made of 50%
polyester-50% cotton I I/
1
4-0z.
blue denim, so never need ironing. You'll save big!
BEST BUY!

SAVE NOW ON THIS
BACK-TO-SCHOOL
SPECIAL VALUE!

P.IN. 111111001 & CO.®

1
441)

OES

S SIZES

THEY S-T-R-E-T-C-H

ORLON OR POLYESTER

BOYS' SOCKS

CREW SOCKS

:
3110

MOST POPULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
Fairvstoris.euaCtOlors
• Now Sale Priced!
SIZES FIT
6-81/2 — 9-11

PRS.

SS

NS

ALL
NO- io

DOUBLE KNIT
• First Quality
• Popular Solids
• Savings Priced!
STRETCH TO
FIT MEN'S 10-13

REG. 79c

LATEST STYLES
TSiYLV
NEW CUTS AND COLORS
BOYS' PROPORTIONED SIZES

EAR
SIZES
and durable for
im of 50% poly-

BIG VALUE I
Hottest pants item on the fashion scene for boys . . . flares.
See our huge collection of patterns and stripes. Also included,
Navy Blue denim in four patch
pocket model. All No-Iron.
PERMANENT PRESS

FASHION LEADER
You'll never have to iron these
Permanent Press flare leg pants,
the crease is in to stay. New
sculptured patterns in latest fall
colors . . . both stripes and solids. A real fashion value!
PERMANENT PRESS

REGULAR 8-18

REGULAR 8-18
SLIM 6-14

SLIM 6-14

288 88
COMPARE
AT $5.00

MEN'S SIZES 29-36
BEST BUY I
PERMANENT PRESS

PERMANENT PRESS

Huge selection of No-Iron flare
pants in a complete range of
new fall colors. Choose stripes
or solids .. . or Navy Blue denims with four patch pockets.
You save!

You're a fashion leader in flares,
so see our huge selection of
sculptured looks, brushed cotton denims, herringbones, allover patterns. Newest colors.
No-Iron!

SAVINGS PRICED!

SALE PRICED!

STYLE SETTER

VALUES
TO $8.00

P.N. HIRSCH & CO.®
411a-

...V•

•••• •t

• -• •

0

'IP

88

ITI SCHOOLTIME

SALETIME

YOUTHS — BOYS'

GYM SHOES
SMOOTH RUBBER SOLE

• Black Canvas Uppers
• Soft Cushion Insole
• Low Sale Price!

P.N.HIRSCH a CO..

REG. $2.00

FRUIT OF THE LOOM

UNDERWEAR
100% COTTON

MEN'S TEE SHIRTS: S-M-L-XL
MEN'S KNIT BRIEFS: 28-44

MEN'S BROADCLOTH SHORTS: 28-44

3 295
MEN'S ATHLETIC SHIRTS: S-M-L-XL-XXL
3
F0R

99c E3

0 199
69c Ea.

BOYS' TEE SHIRTS, KNIT BRIEFS: 416

3

0 199
69c Ea

BOYS'

100% COTTON CORDUROY
HEAVYWEIGHT ACRYLIC PILE UNING
DESIGNED WITH SPLIT HOOD

COLORS — GOLD OR BROWN
So right for now ... wonderfully warm 100°4 cotton parkas with
heavy acrylic pile lining. Designed with split, zipper hood, heavyweight zipper front, concealed knit wristlets and two roomy slash
pockets. In boys' favorite colors, too . . Antique Gold or Brown.
Tremendous Value!

BOYS' SIZES-- - —
8-14
LOOK HOW MUCH.YOU SAVE!

YOU
SAVE
BIG
YOU
ALWAYS
SAVE!

a

$11

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.

OUR
REGULAR
$12.99

0
sh

OOL VALUE!
GREAT BACK-TO-SCH

411i1111M.-
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S
Y
BO

VES
NECK, SHORT SLEE
STYLED WITH CREW
VALUES TO
$3.00
BRIGHT STRIPES
.
SOLID COLORS
BOYS' SIZES
8-18
MANY ARE
NO-IRON

. 2 FoR $

CD.

II

1

S
T
R
I
H
S
a
l
r
i
l
l
i
AL
V
I
N
O
S
N
SPECTACrAACI
BOYS'MODELS
ES
MEN'S KNITS

OY

STYLES
CREW OR COLLAR
NOVELTIES
STRIPES • SOLIDS •

SHORT SLEEVES
short sleeve knit
Outstanding selection of
the fashionable
shirts in either crew neck or
stripes, novelty
placket collar style. Select
savings pricedl
patterns or solid colors. All
MEN'S SIZES

parkas with
ood, heavyroomy slash
Id or Brown.

S-M-L-XL
VALUES TO $3.50

I
FANTASTIC SAVINGS

1

99

OUR
EGULAR
SI 2.99

1 VW.

MEN'S STIL

NS
NEW COLLAR FASHIO
LONG SLEEVE

9

COMPARE
AT $4.00

ES
LATEST COLLAR STYL
PERMANENT PRESS

SOLIDS
PLAIDS — STRIPES —
point collars, and
Today's boy wants long
plete selection
com
we've got 'em. See our
in smart new colof all the latest style shirts
olutely No-Iron.
ors, stripes and prints. Abs
BOYS' SIZES

8-18
COMPARE AT $2.50

PERMANENT PRESS

TREMENDOUS VALUES!

fantastic savings.
Fabulous shirt fashions at
pes, solids and
Huge assortment of stri
es, long sleeves,
prints with newest collar styl
manent Press.
long tails. They're all Per
MEN'S SIZES
S-M-L-XL

P.N. HIRSCH & CO.®

99

IT'S SCHOOLTINIE

4 $1
2 29
TWO
PLY

194

STRONG
PLASTIC

F°R

UGHT BULBS

SNACK JARS

BY WESTINGHOUSE

URETHANE INSULATED

FOR

P.N. HIRSCH & CO.®

C

C

51/2-02. Size
By Thermos

PORTABLE

LADY SUNBEAM

HAIR DRYER

ELECTRIC SHAVER

CLAIROL ELECTRIC

INSTANT HEATING SYSTEM

5-HEAT CONTROLS

TWENTY ROLLERS

LARGE BONNET

• Large No-Distortion Mirror
• Special Clip Compartment
• Lovely, Slim, Compact Design

80 SNAP-OFF BAGS

JUMBO ROLL

SALETIME!
HAIR SETTER

SANDWICH BAGS

PAPER TOWELS

FAST FEMININE GROOMING

• For Underarms, Legs
• Attractive Pastel Blue
• Packed in Gift Case

• Soft Quick Drying
• Extra Long Cord
• Fits Any Hair Style

148

14,41CRO-TWIN SHAVING HEAD

BY
PROCTOR
SILEX

&liter

699

IDEAL GIFT

TONEX CASSETTE

SOUNDWAVE

ADMIRAL SOLID STATE

CLOCK RADIO

TAPE RECORDER

3-BAND RADIO

WITH MICROPHONE, EARPHONES

AM-FM AND SW SOUND

AM-FM INSTANT PLAY

COMPLETE WITH BATTERIES

AC/DC SOLID STATE

DRIFT FREE—STATIC FREE

1995 1995
BLACK
VINYL
CARRY
CASE

ROYAL

TYPEWRITER
42 KEYS — 84 CHARACTERS
PICA TYPE
•

.0'11

...
99999999
99999
........

•

SELECTOR
LEVER
•
5-YEAR
WARRANTY

• Wake to Music
• Large 4-Inch Speaker
• Elegantly Styled Case

• Dual Speakers
• Slide Rule Tuning
• Telescopic Antenna

• Records, Plays Tapes
Beautiful Tone Quality
It Goes Anywhere

ELEGANT
STYLING

1995

ELECTRIC

ALARM

ACCURATE TIME ALWAYS
DELUXE CASE — LIGHTED DIAL
BELL TONE
ALARM
•
INDICATOR FLAG
•
SCULPTURED
BEIGE CASE

3788 299

SOUTH FULTON

FOR LABOR!

Custom
Drapes
Mad•to your •xoct
measurements,
PAY ONLY FOR
MATERIALS USED
See our wide, wonderful selection of fine
decorator fabrics...from 2.00 yard.

Niro
tOr

